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INTRODUCTION
Lauded in 1910 by New Jersey's Governor as a "veritable
'Paradise by the Sea'," singer Bruce Springsteen

has more

recently referred to Asbury Park, New Jersey as "Newark by
the

sea."-"^

Located on the central New Jersey coastline

(Figure 1), Asbury Park was one of the most prominent New

Jersey

shore

century.

resorts

around

the

turn

of

the

twentieth

Unfortunately, like many of the more developed New

Jersey shore cities,

such as Wildwood and Atlantic City,

Asbury Park has been plagued by a host of urban problems that

have become particularly

acute

in

the past

two decades.

Amelioration of these problems is increasingly being sought
in revitalization through architectural preservation.

But

such preservation must also salvage a cultural and historical
as

well as an architectural legacy.

Although it is

no

longer a shorefront resort, the past two decades have also

witnessed the city's attempts to rehabilitate its beachfront
landscape as part of a larger scheme of economic renewal.

Describing Asbury Park's second beachfront Casino in
1929,

the reporter who chronicled the previous buildings

which had occupied the site waxed poetic about the location:

There are now few,

if

any,

spots on the Jersey

^Rutgers University Special Collections.
Asbury Park promotional
pamphlet, (Asbury Park, NJ: Thomas C. Whitlock, 1910); Tova Navarra,
The New Jersey Shore: A Vanishing Splendor (Philadelphia: Art Alliance
Press, 1985), p. 20.
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Coast as desolate as those first viewed by the
pioneers of Ocean Grove and James A. Bradley,
founder of Asbury Park, as they struggled thru the
soft sand and surveyed the surrounding barren
countryside from the top of wind swept dunes,
envisioning perhaps villages covering the lonesome
land but never, by any stretch of the imagination,
glimpsing such pretentious resorts as have since
arisen.

Today, this landscape evokes a similar sense of desolation,

albeit for different reasons.
the untamed wilderness;

In 1870 Bradley had reacted to

in 1996 one is struck by the seeming

abandonment of this landscape.

A quick visual survey of the

area from the Casino, on the southern end of the boardwalk,

the

to

Convention Hall,

boardwalk,

complexes,

includes
a

a

at

the middle

variety

half -built

and

of

of

shuttered

subsequently

condominium high-rise, and an empty boardwalk
&

4).

In fact,

the

mile-long

amusement

abandoned

(Figures 2,

3

it is at points hard to reconcile this vista

with a multitude of photographs and postcards from the late
nineteenth century through the 1960s which depict the area as

vibrant and thronged with crowds

(Figures 5,6,7,8,9

&

10).

On the other hand, after examining the architecture, studying

the history, and listening to residents' fond recollections
of a vital

shorefront,

one can not look at this landscape

without a sense of promise and possibility, both for what the
area has been, in the not too distant past, and what it might

2 "From Bathing Booth To Beach Front Palace:
Evolution of Casino
From Time When Asbury Was Young," Asbury Park Sunday Press, 2 June 1929,

sec.

2.

.

Though much of the historic and cultural

be in the future.

fabric of this landscape has been lost in the recent past,

much still remains.

preservation

imperative

offer

may

architectural

a

cultural

and

solution

partial

revitalization

of

historic

While not the only answer,

the

to

conservation

and

fabric

of

the

of

Asbury

dual

the

Park

shorefront.

This study examines the history of the area (Figure 11)

particularly

since

defining structures
14)

13,

&

15,

16,

the

— the

late

1920s,

by

focusing

on

its

Casino/Carousel building (Figure 12,

and the Convention Hall /Paramount Theater (Figures

17 &

18).

Furthermore, this thesis investigates the

relatively recent role of "official" historic preservation in
this

landscape,

examining the preservation successes

and

failures of the 1980s and 1990s in order to address several

about

questions
include,

"What

historic preservation.
does

historic

These

questions

preservation have to offer

depressed urban areas, can historic preservation become an
important component of community revitalization, and in what
ways can historic preservation undergird economic renewal?"
In addition to addressing these questions, another purpose of

this thesis was to draw together a variety of scattered and

fragmented sources concerning this landscape and its defining
structures

The two buildings, the Casino/Carousel Building and the

Convention

Hall/Paramount

Theater

are

the

architectural

symbols and tangible reminders of a time when Asbury Park was

one of the most prominent New Jersey shore resorts.

landscape

the

has

changed from the

1920s

,

nineteen sixties due to a variety of factors:

Garden

the

has

The city's fortunes have declined since the

economy.

of

so

Just as

State

Parkway which

drew

the
late

construction

people

to

more

southerly points on the New Jersey Shore, race riots in the
1970s, a dramatic decline in home ownership,

base,

and

closure

of

the

remainder

amusement area in the late 1980s.

of

a declining tax

shorefront

the

These are perhaps foremost

among the problems of the city- Today, Asbury Park is a city

trying to revitalize itself knowing full well that it can no
longer rely primarily on a strong resort economy and that a

waterfront resort district can only constitute part of a
larger redevelopment plan.

The municipality now faces the

double and potentially contradictory pressures of preventing

further

loss

and

deterioration

architectural

and

cultural

of

resources

its

shorefront

and

redevelopment as a means to revitalize the economy.

fostering

CHAPTER

ONE

Background History of the Shorefront Landscape of
Asbury Park, 1871-1926
Although they were not built until the late 1920s, the

Casino/Carousel

building

and

Convention

Hall/Paramount

Theater became part of a larger urban plan envisioned and

realized

Asbury

by

Park's

James

founder,

A.

Bradley,

throughout the last thirty years of the nineteenth century.
On a smaller scale, these buildings also became the anchors
of a beachfront amusement landscape largely unforeseen and

undesired by the staunch Methodist Bradley.
amusement area,

Asbury Park's

like several other early amusement parks,

developed originally from the strategic use by resort hotels
and

railroads

additional

of

mechanical

visitors.

The

rides

to

attract

leading

up

to

amusement

history

the

construction of these two buildings demonstrates "many of the
basic changes occurring in the American way of life that set
the stage for the emergence of the amusement park, and which,

historically, made it a cultural symbol of the rising, new

American lifestyle."^

Bradley founded Asbury Park, which he

hoped would be a middle class bastion of morality, leisure,
and uplift, at a time when American cultural values were in

The Early Development
3Richard w. Flint, "Meet Me in Dreamland:
Victorian Resorts
;
of Amusement Parks in America, "Nineteenth Century
99-107.
and Hotels 8 (1982):

4

transition.

Examining amusement parks as a manifestation of

this change, a scholar describes an aspect of this change in
values:
...by the end of the century impatience with the
old restraints surfaced among a new generation of
Americans, the urban working class. Leisure, once
spent in edifying activities of moral and social
value, was now the new market for entrepreneurs who
found a swelling urban population with increased
time and spending power.

The

emergence

of

Asbury

Park's

beachfront

amusement

landscape, especially under James Bradley's tenure, suggests
a similar impatience on the part of the middle class.

Asbury Park grew out of its neighboring town to the
Ocean

south.

Grove,

a

Methodist

retreat which

established several years earlier (Figures 19

&

had been

20).

While

on a trip to Ocean Grove in the summer of 1870, James Bradley

learned that a five hundred acre tract of wooded, undeveloped

land

abutting

Ocean

Grove

on

the

north

was

for

sale.

Apparently, Bradley, like others in Ocean Grove, feared that
the parcel would be purchased by someone who opposed Ocean

Grove's

religious

enterprise.

To

prevent

this

from

happening, he bought the five hundred acre plot of land for

ninety thousand dollars and named it Asbury Park after the
first bishop of the Episcopal Methodist Church ordained in

^ibid.

America, Francis Asbury.^

While

he

was

brush manufacturer

a

with

formal

no

training in urban planning, Bradley's plan for the city drew
on the most current urban planning ideals of the period.

Bradley clearly employed many ideals which later coalesced in
the City Beautiful Movement in the late nineteenth century:

planning

careful

the

of

between

spaces

buildings

to

facilitate movement and create sweeping vistas, the largescale use of water, the installation of modern services, and
a

general

concern

Furthermore,

with

health

public

welfare.^

and

Bradley sought to create a resort that would

both capitalize on the natural advantages of the location and
avoid overdevelopment.
In laying out the town, Bradley realized these ideals in
a myriad of ways.

and he

He made the house lots especially large,

allocated parkland and the waterfront

The east-west avenues were

community recreation and respite.

widened

from

one

hundred

to

hundred

two

approached the ocean for two reasons

ocean views

future

for

:

feet

as

they

they provided sweeping

and they also facilitated the

breezes believed to be particularly healthful.

flow of ocean
In fact,

"to

further emphasize the feeling of spaciousness, the streets
SRussell Roberts and Rich Youmans Down the Jersey Shore,
Brunswick, NJ:
Rutgers University Press, 1994), pp. 22-23.
,

York:

(New

^Leland M. Roth, A Concise History of American Architecture (New
Harper and Row, 1979), p. 214.

were made wider than in any other resort town (a feature that
still startles first time visitors)."^ In 1881 Bradley funded

construction

of

a

modern

sewer

system which

permitted

connection of every lot by 1885 and was "hailed throughout
the country as a model of efficiency and functionality."^
Furthermore, in 1884 Bradley helped establish a system of gas

and water works.

After the extension of the railroad south

from Long Branch to the Asbury Park-Ocean Grove station in
1875, Bradley oversaw construction of a trolley network.^

The

trolley originally connected the train station with the
shopping district,

beachfront,

and residential areas from

Deal Lake to Main Street. ^°

Asbury Park was incorporated in 1874, and its founder

exercised careful control over its phenomenal growth and
development in the following two and a half decades of the
nineteenth century.

The town grew so rapidly that, by 1877,

^Roberts and Youmans Down the Jersey Shore, p. 22.
,

oFranklin Ellis, History of Monmouth County, New Jersey
Russell Roberts,
(Philadelphia: R. T. Peck and Co., 1885), p. 866. ;
summer 1995,
"The Town That Mr. Bradley Built," Compass Magazine
,

pp. 15-16.

^Harold F. Wilson, The Jersey Shore
A Social and Economic
History of the Counties of Atlantic, Cape May, Monmouth and Ocean, (New
York:
Lewis Historical Publishing, 1953, pp. 511-512..
.-

^^Kate Frank and David Glynn Roberts, "Historic Preservation
Element of Asbury Park Master Plan", Asbury Park Planning and Zoning
Office,
adopted 12 March 1990s, p. 2.
8

there were two schools, three churches, a post office, and a
newspaper (Figure 21).
Park's Grand Avenue

In 1877,

— the

in an attempt to make Asbury

main thoroughfare of the town

— live

up to its name, Bradley purchased Educational Hall from the

Centennial Exposition Grounds
relocated there.

The

^^

in Philadelphia

and had it

sheer amount of people using the

Asbury Park-Ocean Grove railway station located in north
Asbury Park attested to the burgeoning popularity of the
town.

For instance, in 1883, 600,000 people arrived at and

departed from the station from June to September.

Within

this same period, the highest number of excursionists in one
day reached 5,500.^^

A guidebook published six years later in

1889 indicated that there were nearly two hundred hotels and

boarding

houses

Additionally,

eight

and

at

hundred

private

time Asbury Park

that

had

residences.
a

permanent

population of three thousand and more than thirty thousand
visitors in the summer.

-"^-^

While Asbury Park boasted
cultural amenities

this

in

an

period--ranging from an opera

house to a variety of weekly papers

l^wilson.

increasing variety of

— people

were particularly

The Jersey Shore, p. 512.

I^Ellis, History of Monmouth County, p. 867.

^^Roberts and Yonmans Down the Jersey Shore,
Jersey Shore p 512.
,

.

p.

22.; Wilson,

The

attracted to the resort for its beach front.

While Bradley

undoubtedly attempted to capitalize on this resource, he also

firmly believed in public access to and enjoyment of the
Envisioning his town as one which would encourage his

ocean.

late nineteenth-century notions

Bradley

forbade

the

of

"carny-style

morality and leisure,

amusements

common

at

Atlantic City."^'*

However,

recreation,

in order to foster contemplative retreat and
he

did

build bath

boardwalk for beachgoers.

houses,

pavilions,

and

a

While the first several bathing

booths were actually constructed by local residents around
1873, Bradley quickly followed their example, constructing a

number of similar booths (Figure 22).

The first pavilion was

not far behind:

The bath houses soon proved utterly inadequate and
also there was a growing demand for a pavilion upon
the beach at which people could rest, protected
from the sun, and secure light refreshments. is

To meet these needs the first Asbury Avenue Pavilion was

constructed around 1873 on the site which is occupied today
by the Casino/Carousel building.

The structure consisted of

a roofed platform that extended out over the water containing
a

small enclosed central area for concessions.

1

"^Roberts and Youmans, Down the Jersey Shore, p.

During the

23.

15"From Bathing Booth To Beach Front Palace: Evolution of Casino From
Time When Asbury Was Young," Asbury Park Sunday Press, 2 June 1929, sec. 2.
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next several decades,

Bradley enlarged the pavilion which

came to be known alternately as
pavilion.

the Bradley or Beringer

Construction of the promenade or

boardwalk, on

the other hand, proceeded in a much more piecemeal fashion.

Though there was no boardwalk when the first bath houses were
built, by 1877, a four-foot-wide walk extended north from the

Asbury

Avenue

Pavilion

(Figure

to

23)

Third

Avenue.

Residents appear to have seen Bradley's continuation of the

walk to Fifth Avenue

— far

beyond the residential area

— soon

thereafter as simply another indication of his eccentricity.
Unlike the more permanent boardwalks of today, this original
walk was removed during winter or before storms

.

Despite the

protest of employees, Bradley wanted the next wider, more
permanent boardwalk located relatively low to the dunes and
close to the ocean.

Not surprisingly,

this boardwalk was

quickly and almost completely destroyed by a storm; Bradley
specified that each of the two walks that followed be located

farther and farther inland.

By the fall of 1880, a brief

^^

description of the city in the Asbury Park Journal commenting
on the city's amenities noted,

"We have miles of walks;

Ocean Plaza [boardwalk] one mile long,
thirty-two feet

Despite

an

and from sixteen to

wide."-"-'

Bradley's

opposition,

the

ISibid.

l^Ellis, History of Monmouth County, p. 867.

11

1880s

and

1890s

witnessed the development of

a

shore front amusement area

which extended with time from the Asbury Avenue Pavilion at
the boardwalk's southern end to its northern end.

were the

structures

Among the

Asbury Park roller toboggan which stood

on Ocean Avenue between Second and Third Streets

additional

pavilion north of Asbury Avenue,

directly

located

adjacent

to

the

and an

Though not

boardwalk,

the

Palace

Amusement Pavilion with its merry-go-round and ferris wheel
opened in the late 1880s

(Figures 24,

25,

&

Located

26).

across Lake Avenue from the Casino, the complex included a

ferris

wheel,

which

in

all

likelihood predated the one

supposed first ferris wheel built by George G.W. Ferris for
the Chicago World's Fair in 1893.^^
If the current Convention Hall and Casino constitute the

third generation of structures in this shore front landscape,
then the above buildings were the first generation.

Bradley sold the city the entire beachfront.
purchase,

In 1903

After the

"One of the first measures contemplated was the

erection of structures to take the place of the old Bradley
structures,

which then were in the nature of antiques

"'•^
.

^^Frank and Roberts, "Historic Preservation Element of Master
Plan", p. 2.; National Register of Historic Places Inventory Nomination
Form, Asbury Park Convention Hall, 2 March 1979.

—

^9 "From Bathing Booth To Beach Front Palace:
Evolution of Casino
From Time When Asbury Was Young," Asbury Park Sunday Press, 2 June 1929,

sec. 2.

12

with the exception of the Palace Amusement building, the city

replaced all of these structures with new buildings shortly
after the turn of the century.

Since replacement of the Bradley Pavilion seemed like
the most urgent task, the city constructed the first Casino
(with an adjacent power station) on this site in the winter
of

1903-1904

(Figures 27,

28,

29,

&

30).

Though the new

building was a pavilion of sorts, this term was dropped in
favor of Casino which connoted a sense of greater permanence

than the word "pavilion. "^°

In fact,

the word "casino" has

Italian roots and prior to the eighteenth century denoted a
small summer house or pavilion designed for pleasure.

Though

nineteenth-century American casinos drew heavily on European
antecedents, American resort casinos, unlike their European

counterparts, often did not offer gambling.

While the word

casino is almost synonymous with gambling today, this

connection was forged later in the twentieth century. ^'^

Described by one newspaper account as a "glass enclosed,

two-deck building,
providing

it extended westward over the boardwalk

an arcade lined with stores and affording a cool

and spacious dancing floor."

The construction of this casino

20ibid.

21 Richard Guy Wilson, "From Informality to Pomposity:
The Resort
Casino in the Later 19th Century," Nineteenth Century: Victorian Resorts
and Hotels, (Philadelphia:
The Victorian Society in America, 1982),

p.m.
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demonstrates on a less ostentatious level the late nineteenth

century trend in casinos that Richard Guy Wilson highlights:

their

evolution

from

insubstantial

notably pretentious structures .^^

wooden

pavilions

to

Apparently, city officials

saw in the replacement of the old shorefront structures an

opportunity to craft a renewed

image

for

the

resort

as

evinced in a 1905 promotional brochure:
This beautiful building is the first product of the
new Asbury Park, having just been erected at a cost
of $75,000, on the beach front recently acquired by
the city, at the foot of Asbury Avenue... the new
Casino is a recreation place for the teeming
thousands who promenade the boardwalk at all
seasons of the year. 23
In the intervening time however, the Casino became the social

center of the beachfront; it served as a dance hall, theater
for both motion pictures

and plays,

Constructed largely of wood,

and a concert hall.

the Casino was particularly

vulnerable to fire, which finally destroyed it in early 1928.

Soon thereafter the city erected the Fifth Avenue Arcade
Like the new Casino on the far end of the

(Figures 31

&

boardwalk,

this building was a two-storied structure that

32).

extended out over the water and westward over the boardwalk.

22ibid, pp. 109-116,

23Monmouth County Historical Society, Asbury Park and Ocean Grove
Promotional Pamphlet, 1905.
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Both the Casino and the Fifth Avenue Arcade possessed an
arcaded area over the boardwalk which permitted pedestrians

passage

through

the

building

on

boardwalk.

the

Its

appearance after dark was luminous; "The numerous arch-ways
disclosed are lighted by myriad electric globes which give to
the beautiful structure at night the appearance of a blazing

square.

"^^

Like the Casino, it was also destroyed by fire.

Its destruction in 1927 then made way for the construction of

Convention Hall.

Along the boardwalk,

between these two

buildings the city also built several new bath houses (Figure
33)

and pavilions,

(Figure 34

&

35).

such

the

as

Furthermore,

Seventh Avenue

Pavilion

in the late nineteen teens

and early 1920s several other attractions, both city funded
and privately owned joined the growing array of structures

along

the

boardwalk.

Among

theses

additions

were

the

Natatorium, located between First and Second Avenues (Figures
36,

37),

and the scenic railway known as the Steeplechase at

Second and Ocean Avenues (Figure 38).

Both opened in this

period.
In the early twentieth century Asbury Park developed and

prospered, emerging as a rival of Atlantic City. Bradley, who

relinquished control of the city in 1903 and died on June
7,1921, probably would not have been altogether pleased with

the

comparison.

Though

he

shunned

24ibid.
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the

perceived moral

decline accompanying the town's growth and experience of
modernity, he had in fact directly overseen much of the work

that

transformed Asbury

cosmopolitan city.

derived

from

establishments.

Park

from

a

wilderness

into

a

Notably, part of this cosmopolitan air

Asbury

Park's

assortment

of

Unlike other Jersey shore towns,

retail
which

offered mainly beachfront, hotels, and restaurants, Asbury
Park had a variety of department stores and shops, making it

the

commercial

hub

of

Monmouth

County.

A

promotional

pamphlet from 1910 managed to tout both advantages of the
resort with slogans on its cover, "Asbury Park: Where country

meets the sea:

New Jersey's Ideal Home City and the Best

Family Resort in America" and "Commercial Centre of The North

Jersey Coast.

"^^

On the other hand,

a

historical account

describing the city in the early nineteen twenties, while
perhaps overstated, overwhelmingly emphasized its oceanfront
"manifold advantages":

Ideally located, easy to reach from Philadelphia,
New York, or any of the immediate points, here
where country meet the sea, with its accompanying
array of sports, recreation and amusements that
include ocean, lakes, woodlands, trees and
beautiful country, is the enjoyment and happiness
that any vacationist may seek. There is the widest
and finest promenade in the world, where the
boulevardier strolls and the wheel chair never
lags.
There are the Casino, the social centre of
the beach; the Arcade and the pavilions and rest
parlors the entire length of the walk; sea-bathing
and continuous broad ocean beaches attract the
^JMonmouth Country Historical Society, Asbury Park Promotional
Pamphlet (Asbury Park, NJ: Thomas C. Whitlock, 1910).
16

bather, while at the Natatorium one can enjoy every day in
the year a hot salt-water tub bath or a plunge in one of the
finest pools in America. 27
In large part due to these amenities, Asbury Park's year

round population of over ten thousand people increased to one

hundred thousand people during the summer. ^^
In the late summer of 1916, a group of residents had

issued the first calls for a convention hall in order to

attract the large gatherings that Asbury Park was losing to

Atlantic City.^^

Officials drafted a proposal for a 500,000

dollar Convention Hall and the architectural firm of McKim,
Mead, and White prepared plans.

There was a considerable

amount of contention about the proposal, as many residents
feared that completion of a Convention Hall would leave the

city in debt.

Ultimately, the proposal was defeated, but it

generated a controversy which lasted ten years, culminating
in an ordinance to build Convention Hall.

York:

^7 History of Monmouth County, New Jersey, 1664-1920s, vol.
Lewis Historical Publishing, 1922), p. 253.

28ibid.

29Roberts,

"The Town That Mr. Bradley Built," p. 18.
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(New

CHAPTER

TWO

The Newest Asbury Park: Realization of the Convention
Hall /Paramount Theater and Casino/Carousel in the late
1920s

Convention Hall
While a group of Asbury Park citizens had forwarded a
proposal for a municipally owned convention hall in 1916, it
was not until ten years later that such a plan actually came
to fruition.

In the intervening decade a private scheme for

a convention hall was also defeated by opponents because it

required private ownership of 400 feet of oceanfront.

The

city grew and prospered in the teens and twenties, but many

people believed that a convention hall would attract the
larger groups and business that was being lost to Atlantic

City's

Ultimately,

facilities.

Avenue Arcade

(located

Convention Hall)

on

the

on

June

the burning of

site

192 7

2,

erection of a Convention Hall.

of

the

the

present

paved the way

for

day
the

Less than a year later, on

January 12, 1928, a fire destroyed the Casino as well.

officials

quickly undertook plans

building.

About

a

Fifth

to

City

replace the burned

month after the fire, the City Commission

reviewed plans to build a new Casino which had become part of
a larger beach program that included Convention Hall.

In

part,

the city

sought to replace the Arcade and

Casino so quickly because their loss dramatically affected
the city's economy,

which was based largely on beachfront

18

In fact, according to two Asbury Park residents

revenues.

and property owners, spokesmen for the delegation seeking to

expedite construction of the Convention Hall and replacement
of the Casino, Asbury Park was "on the economic rocks because

of

the

loss

of

the

Casino

and Arcade

fire."^^

by

Not

surprisingly, the $500,000 1916 Convention Hall proposal had

grown to a $2,000,000 ordinance for a "Sea Convention Hall"
in

The beachfront opposite Atlantic Square (between

1926.

Fifth and Sunset Avenues), while not the only site under
consideration, was a strategic choice on the part of city
officials; this location took advantage of close proximity to

both

the

boardwalk and some of the city's

best

hotels.

Furthermore, with completion of the Casino/Carousel Building,

these

two buildings

provided strong visual,

social,

and

economic anchors for the boardwalk.

Aside

from

location,

important considerations.

officials

noted

other

several

They wanted architects familiar

with local beachfront building but also desired well known
In an attempt to satisfy both conditions,

architects.

selected three Asbury Park architects
Cottrell and

designers,

Kenneth Towner

— to

—

Ernest Arend,

they

Arthur

work in conjunction with the

the prominent firm of Warren and Wetmore,

for Grand Central Station in New York.

known

Not surprisingly, one

of the foremost concerns was the threat of fire.

Therefore,

29 "City Plans to Build $1,250,000 Casino Bringing Beach Program
to $4, 500,000," Asbury Park Press, 15 February 1928.
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the conunissioners made assurances

that

"The pier will be

strictly fireproof and is supposed to be the last word in

construction,

mechanically

and

architecturally

"^°
.

Additionally, because of the size and projected expense of
the

proposal,

officials

sought

residents'

wholehearted

approval and support for what several people referred to as
"the largest [job] ever attempted by the

city."-^-'^

The ordinance stipulated that the Convention Hall would
be comprised of three component parts: a hall, a theater, and

an amusement pier.

The complex was to be located between

Fifth and Sunset Avenues, with its main facade on its west
elevation, facing Ocean Avenue.
style of the building

— "modern

The characterization of the

French Renaissance" ^^

evinced seemingly contradictory concerns

:

— clearly

the building should

incorporate the most up-to-date structural, mechanical, and
design elements but simultaneously reference historical and

traditional architectural forms. The building would extend
from the west side of the boardwalk
be located

8

— to

—where

the theater would

the end of the pier, extending 229 feet into

30
"Convention Hall Plans, Ask Bids Jan. 4,"
December 1926.

Asbury Park Press,

31 "Vote $2,000,000 Ordinance For Sea Convention Hall,"
Park Press, 30 June 1926.

Asbury

32 "Bids on Convention Hall Exceed $3,000,000, or $1,000,000 More
Than Funds Now Available," Asbury Park Press, 12 January 1927.
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.

The theater would seat 2,090 people whereas the

the ocean.

convention hall would have a capacity of seating 4,300 people
and provide 31,160 square feet of exhibition space on its
The two units would be connected by a covered

balcony floor.

Arcade over the boardwalk (Figures 39, 40, 41,

&

42).^^

Billed as "Asbury's Palace of Dreams"^'* in one newspaper
account, the proposed Convention Hall was hardly a dream come

true for everyone.

City Commissioner Taylor,

for one,

had

reservations about the cost of the project and "cautioned the
public against becoming too enthusiastic over the expenditure
of

$2,000,000,

money.

which

he

described

as

a

'helluva

lotta

After the announcement that the lowest bid on the

'"-^^

project was over $3,000,000, $1,000,000 more than allocated
by the ordinance, opposition to the project

estimated size and cost
point,

could

— continued

— or

at least its

At that

to increase.

they

the city and its residents had two options:

amend

the

building

plans

specified for in the ordinance,

to

meet

the

$2,000,000

or they could repeal

the

For further architectural description of the building as
National Register of Historic Places registration form,

33ibid.

built see
appendix ?

34 "Vote $2,000,000 Ordinance For Sea Convention Hall,"
Park Press, 30 June 1926.

35ibid.
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Asbury

ordinance

replace

and

it

with

which

one

provided

the

increased funding necessary to build the hall.

The mayor, strongly in favor of the Convention Hall at
the additional cost, believed that Asbury Park "should build
for the future.

city

"-^^

Despite his opinion, in February of 1927

commissioners

defeated

an

additional

$1,000,000

allocation that would have raised the cost of the Convention
Hall to $3,000,000.

Though he had one commissioner on his

side, three other commissioners opposed the added cost of the

building, though not the idea itself.

split on the proposal;

Residents seemed to be

some felt that the decision was a

financially wise one for Asbury Park, while others believed

the

city

would

lose

substantial

a

amount

of

outside

investment with the delay. -^^
By August of

1927,

the city commission had approved

construction of revised plans for a $2,000,000 Convention
The most substantial change in the original plans had

Hall.

been a decrease in the size of the hall in order to make the

theater large enough to rent.^^

But,

due to their lack of

36"Bids on Convention Hall Exceed $3,000,000, or $1,000,000 More
Than Funds Now Available," Asbury Park Press, 12 January 1927.

37

Press,

1

"$3,000,000 For Convention
February 1927.

Hall Voted Down,"

Asbury Park

38 "City Plans to Build $1,250,000 Casino, Bringing Beach Program
to $4, 500,000, Asbury Park Press, 15 February 1928.
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.

further action, a group of citizens appeared before the board

almost a year later,

in July of

1928,

to demand that the

commission take action on the Convention Hall plans.

Little

more than a month later, the commission took such action by
approving and filing the plans and specifications and voting
to advertise construction bids for eight weeks

The overwhelming support for the project, especially on
the part of residents, undoubtedly stemmed in part from the

Mayor's comments on how far Asbury Park had fallen behind
Atlantic City in the intervening time:

While we have hesitated, Atlantic City has added
While the Traymores
$100,000,000 in valuations.
and Breakers and other imposing structures have
been built over a period of 25 years, we can show
only the Monterey, the Berkeley-Carteret, the
Asbury-Carlton, and the Palace (Figures 43, 44, 45,
46).

&

39

Not surprisingly, the mayor had employed the rivalry between
the resorts for political purposes, albeit legitimate ones.

The mayor,

several of the commissioners, and residents saw

the plan as a necessary investment in the oceanfront, Asbury

Park's main attraction.

People viewed further development of

the shorefront as necessary to attract the tourists who then

spent money in pursuit of health and recreation.

By this

point, the original Casino had burned and so construction of
the Convention Hall was not the only imperative:
.we need replacement of the Casino and there is
no doubt in my mind that we need replacement of the
.

.

39 Ibid.
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—
Arcade.
We need an amusement attachment together
with the necessary convenience to make the thing
properly successfully [sic].40

Casino/Carousel Building
Meanwhile,

winter

as

1928,

the Convention Hall plans languished in the

the

Casino

had

been

destroyed by a

fire.

Though firemen from nine communities battled the blaze, fire
quickly reduced the highly flammable building to ashes, at an

estimated loss of $320,000.'^^

The loss of the Casino was

compounded by the loss of the Convention Hall seven months
prior.

However, the city moved more quickly and decisively

to replace the original

convention hall.

Casino then they had to erect a

In fact,

before the debris from the fire

had even been removed, the city had plans

ground plans)

(in rough form

for the replacement of the original Casino.

The plans to build the $1,250,000 Casino brought the proposed
In addition to

plans for the beach program to $4,500,000.

the Casino, the beach program included the Convention Hall,

three
jetty,

new beachfront
and

pavilions,

construction

of

a

repairs

new

jetty

to
to

the

existing

protect

the

Convention Hall pier.

Preliminary plans indicated that the new Casino would be

31

2

40 "$2,000,000 Convention Hall Plans Approved,
July 1928.

Asbury Park Press,

41 "From Bathing Booth to Beach Front Palace," Asbury Park Press,
June 1929.
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very different from its predecessor; the new building would

include development of all the land west of the original
Casino to Lake Avenue.

With dimensions of two hundred by

three hundred feet, the new building would include: a Casino
proper; arcaded areas running east-west, as well as over the

boardwalk;

stores

and

bathhouses

to

the

west

of

the

boardwalk; and a carousel pavilion, also to the west of the

boardwalk.
feet,

The Casino itself,

one hundred by two hundred

was arranged so that "instead of running lengthwise

over the sea, the long side of the new Casino will parallel
the boardwalk. "^^

This section of the structure, which

included a stage was intended as a theater, exhibition hall,
and dance floor.

Extending 150 east of the boardwalk, this

section of the building was supported on reinforced concrete

piers.

"^-^

The portion of the Casino west of the boardwalk

would include numerous shops, bathhouses and offices, many of

which fronted on the arcade leading to the carousel pavilion
at the western end of the complex.

Plans called for the

building's exterior to be completed in brick and cast stone
or brick and Indiana limestone

(the building was actually

42"city Plans to Build $1,250,000 Casino, Bringing Beach Program
to $4,500,000," Asbury Park Press, 15 February 1928.

43"From Bathing Booth to Beach Front Palace," Asbury Park Press, 2
June 1929; "City Plans to Build $1,250,000 Casino, Bringing Beach
Program to $4,500,000," Asbury Park Press, 15 February 1928.
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constructed in brick and cast concrete), with copper trim and
ornamentation depicting sea motifs (Figure 47).^^

Because
structure,

heating

original

the

plant

laundry

and

located to the south of the Casino,

were not

destroyed in the fire, city officials feared that leases on
these structures might significantly delay beginning of the

new

With

Casino.

possibility

this

in

mind,

city

commissioners directed the architects to divide the plans
into two units,

so

that construction could begin on the

burned eastern section,

even if demolition of the heating

plant was prolonged until leases expired.'*^

This two-part

construction scheme was not necessary, however, because by
early May 1928 the remaining occupants had canceled their
Given

leases, making demolition of the structure possible.

the turn of events, both sections of the structure could be

begun at the same time;

company

even

the president of the construction

optimistically

predicted

that

the

western

section of the boardwalk would be completed in less than five

months,

by

Natatorium,

October
few

With

first.

buildings

along

the

the

exception

of

the

boardwalk would be

44 "Construction To Start This Week On First Section," Asbury Park
For a further architectural description of the
Press, 13 May 1928.
building as completed see Historic Sites Inventory Form, Appendix ?.

45 "City Plans to Build $1,250,000 Casino, Bringing Beach Program
to $4,500,000," Asbury Park Press, 15 February 1928.
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affected by the short term loss of heat from the heating
plant.

In the meantime,

water for the Natatorium would be

heated by a small boiler located within the building.'*^
By early September work on the Casino appeared to be

proceeding at the expected pace, according to construction

supervisors-

The

eastern

end

of

the

boardwalk

was

practically completed, and the western portion of the casino
was ninety percent finished.

Though the new central heating

plant would not be ready to operate until the following
January, the city had established a temporary heating plant
at First Avenue.

Since the temporary plant would be able to

heat the Casino until the new plant was completed, the Casino

could

open

as

soon

as

it

was

finished

and

stay

open

throughout the winter.

At this point, with the Casino approximately a month
from completion,

work on the Convention Hall/Theater was

running ahead of schedule.

Considerably more than half of

the steel for the pier had been installed, the theater was

almost ready for the roofs, the walls of the water tower had

been started, and the arches of the arcade that would join
the two sections of the building were well under way-

The

theater was tentatively slated to open the following spring.

Press,

^^ "Construction to Start This Week on First Section," Asbury Park
13 May 1928.
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And the Convention Hall by early

Press,

suininer.47

47 "Casino Complete Within Month,
6 September 1929.

28

Plan for Heating," Asbury Park

CHAPTER

THREE

Grand Openings and Thereafter:
The Openings and
Subsequent Histories of the Casino/Carousel and
Convention Hall/Paramount Theater, 1929-1985
Though the opening of the Casino preceded the opening of
the Paramount Theater and Convention Hall by almost a year,

the

Casino's

opening,

unlike

the

later

opening

of

Paramount Theater, received relatively little attention.
of the events of carnival week in Asbury Park

— the

the
One

coronation

of Queen Titania (the adult version of the famous Asbury Park

Baby Parade) on August 26, 1929

held in the Casino.

—was

the first official event

While the Casino was not completely

finished at this point, it was apparently complete enough to
use for the event.

The carnival director, Arthur Cottrell,

even indicated that "all facilities of the new structure will
be utilized for the ceremony.

"^^

There is little doubt that

people made good use of the new Casino's dance floor four
days later at the Queen's Ball at which Queen Titania and her

court were in attendance.

Throughout the late summer the

Casino hosted B.A. Rolfe and his world famous dance orchestra

afternoons and evenings with the exception of Sundays when
there were free concerts held in the afternoon and evenings.

More than a year before the opening of the Paramount

Theater in July of 1930,

the city authorized lease of the

48 "Titania to Receive Crown in Casino,"
June 1929.

29

Asbury Park Press,

30

Convention Hall Theater
Reade,
Park.^^

— then

under construction

an owner and operator

of

five

theaters

— to

Walter

in Asbury

According to the terms of the lease, Reade would pay

the city $55,000 a year for twenty years.

The city would

furnish and decorate the theater but Reade was responsible

for

providing

"the

necessary

motion

picture

talking machines (Western Electric type) etc."^°

important stipulation as
costly proposition.

equipment,
This was an

"talking picture equipment is a

Individual installations have, at times,

cost as much as $25,000."^^

Furthermore, Reade was obligated

to keep the theater fully furnished, equipped, and in good

condition for the term of the lease.

Restrictions in the

lease even extended to the type of entertainment Reade could
run:

He agrees, by the lease, to "operate such theater
with first-class attractions, such as vaudeville,
motion pictures, and dramatic attractions (with no
burlesque shows, prize fights or any other
."52
objectionable entertainment)
.

.

"^9
Walter Reade was the assumed name of Walter Rosenberg, of
Selma, Alabama, a nationally known theater manager.
"City Votes
Contract For 20-year Period," Asbury Park Press, 30 June 1929.

50 "City votes Contract for 20-year Period," Asbury Park Press, 30
June 1929.

51 "Theater Attendance Boosted by Talkies," Asbury Park Press,
July 1930.

11

52 "City Votes Contract For 20-year Period," Asbury Park Press, 30
June 1929.
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The

city,

for

its

part,

agreed

not

to

lease

any

other

boardwalk building for use as a theater during the term of
the lease.

Between 1926, when the Convention Hall was proposed and
1930, when it was finally realized, motion picture producers

had gone from making almost all silent pictures to almost all

talking pictures.

In

1930

fact,

— the

Convention Hall /Paramount Theater opened

year in which the

— proved

of record popularity for talking pictures. ^^

Hall's

Paramount Theater opened on July

to be a year

The Convention

11,

1930

with a

shower of local publicity.
The Paramount Theater got its name from the fact that
it was run by the Paramount Publix Corporation, purported to

be the largest theater operating company in the world in the

late 1920s.

Known for its palatial and often fantastic movie

"palaces" across the country, the Publix Corporation added
the Paramount Theater on the Boardwalk to the other four

theaters
Lyric

— the

— it

Mayfair,

the St.

James,

operated in Asbury Park.^"*

the Savoy,

and the

The actual appearance of

53

Average weekly American attendance at talking pictures had
from 57,000,000 in 1928 when they were introduced to
115,000,000 in the early months of 1930.
"Theater Attendance Boosted
by Talkies," Asbury Park Press, 11 July 1930.

increased

54 An article about the Paramount Publix Corporation which
discusses Sam Katz, founder of Publix Corporation and his other theaters
nationwide, also mentions the Uptown Theater in Chicago, "a theater done
in Spanish style, massively decorated with carvings." Notably, the
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the theaters figured in one of Publix's two most important

ideals:

beautiful houses

and

an

atmosphere of charm and

courtesy. ^^
If the amount of newspaper coverage of subjects was

a

reflection of its readers interests, Asbury Park residents
were particularly intrigued and concerned with the theater's

most modern and related elements: technology, comfort, and
uniformity.

While articles discussed the film equipment,

there seemed to be considerably more attention given to the

technology

of

the

building

itself.

The

new

building

demonstrated modern technology in everything from its seating
to its suspended steel roof girders and trestles to its load

bearing capacities to its soundproofing.

For instance, one

article detailing the quality and technology of the seating
noted that the Paramount seats had "naturally received the
care and thought of not only the architects, builders, and

management but experts with country-wide knowledge of seating
from a scientific standpoint ...

"^^

Generally,

features of

Uptown Theater is on the 1996 list of Eleven Most Endangered Historic
Places released by the National Trust for Historic Preservation.
"Founder of Publix Began As Pianist in Penny Show," Asbury Park Press,
11 July 1930; "Eleven Most Endangered 1996," Preservation, July-August
1996.
55 "Founder of Publix Began as Pianist in Penny Show," Asbury Park
Press, 11 July 1930.

56 "Mid-Victorian Seats No Longer Part of Theater," Asbury Park
Press, 11 July 1930.
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comfort

and

uniformity

in

technology of the building.

large

part

derived

from

the

From the careful lighting to the

padded floors to the back-supporting seats,

patrons would

realize that their "comfort and entertainment desire has been

anticipated in a measure and scale never before attempted in
Asbury Park."^' Articles also placed considerable emphasis on
the uniformity and its implied lack of social differentiation

accorded patrons in the design of the theater.

Ideally, the

theater was designed so that views and sound quality would be
equally good at any location in the theater:

Patrons who ask an usher for a good seat in the
Asbury Park theater will be conducted to any vacant
seat in the house.
For there will be no such thing
as one seat being a better seat than any other in
the new Paramount. 58

Though the seats were richly upholstered,
line, back support,

uniform vision

and seat pitch all gave credence to the

headline "All Seats Equal in New Theater.

"^^

In honor of the theater's opening, the Asbury Park Press

printed a special ten page Paramount Theater supplement on
July 11,

1930.

While the supplement consisted largely of

advertisements, it contained several articles relating to the

57 Ibid.

58 "All Seats Equal in New Theater," Asbury Park Press,
1930,

59lbid.
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11

July

theater.

Furthermore the front page detailed some of the

features which made the Paramount

"The most magnificent

theater on the Atlantic coast:"

Resplendent in its dress of ivory white and gold;
its new seats, softly cushioned, luxuriously
upholstered for comfort and spaced widely apart for
convenience. .its newly installed heating and air
conditioning system, which furnishes the fresh,
healthful, and invigorating atmosphere. .. its sound
reproducing equipment and magnascopic screen...
.

(Figures 48

&

49)

so

The following day an article indicated that the new

Paramount had been filled to capacity on opening night.

thousand people

filled

theater

the

for

gala

a

performance including Broadway and Hollywood stars.

Two

charity
As these

guests left, there were hundreds who waited in line for the

first

midnight

show.

Thereafter,

the

theater

offered

continuous shows daily from 11 a.m to midnight. ^^

Convention

The

Casino/Carousel

Hall /Paramount

Building

hosted

an

Theater

amazing

array

and
of

conventions, concerts, films, plays, and other events in the

years

that

followed.

The

Asbury

Park

beachfront,

particularly the Convention Hall and Casino, fared relatively

well

in

the

depression.

early

and

mid

1930s

given

the

nationwide

Ultimately, however, the resort's attempts to

60 "Paramount Theater To Open Tonight," Asbury Park Evening Press,
11 July 1930.

61 "New Paramount Filled To Capacity, Stars Open House," Asbury
Park Press, 12 July 1930.
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ensure its continued future as a resort and its economic

security with the construction of the Convention Hall and
Casino, in part,

facilitated its decline and the subsequent

decline and deterioration of the buildings.

Under different

circumstances these two buildings may have fared much better.

However,

their

enormous

original

cost,

subsequent

overruns, costly litigation over the construction,

cost

and the

economic legacy of the Depression coupled with a host of
later problems

— both

specific to the buildings themselves,

like their size and oceanfront location,

problems,

such

as

a

declining tax base

and more general

— have

turned the

buildings from dreams into potential preservation nightmares.

Asbury Park was labeled the "City Beautiful" in the mid
1930s; most of these problems were still in the future.

fact,

claim,

In

these problems were so distant that the mayor could
in 1936,

that the city's values, and location would

guarantee that Asbury Park would be "always attractive to
millions who are seeking not only pleasure and recreation but
above all, health and happiness "^^

At the close of 1936, the

Mayor, who had championed construction of the Convention Hall

and Casino was no doubt pleased. Based on the four million

dollars brought in by the convention industry in 1936, he
predicted a record year for convention revenue in 1937.
62 "City Today Among Most Influential
Branch Dally Record, 31 December 1936.
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of

In a

Resort Towns," Long

self-congratulatory tone the mayor noted that the Convention
Hall

and

Casino,

each with

a

seating capacity

thousand, had been wise investments.^-^
1936,

the Asbury

supplement,

Park Press

every

a

five

In the late spring of

two page

advertising

the equivalent of the early twentieth century

promotional brochures.
has

ran

of

With the headline "Asbury Park now

facility for recreation,"

multitude of

amenities

inviting of resorts.

the

ad detailed the

which made Asbury Park the most

Its natural beauty aside,

municipal

ownership of the oceanfront "made possible the development of
the boardwalk and beaches to the point where they stand

preeminent in the world of recreation.

"^^

Not surprisingly,

the Casino/Carousel and the Convention Hall /Paramount Theater

were among the long list of attractions:
Two comparatively new buildings on the boardwalk,
the Casino and the Convention Hall and Theater, are
unexcelled anywhere in the world for beauty of
architecture.
In these two buildings are heard
outstanding orchestras and the world's greatest
artists. 65
The futures of the Casino and Convention Hall no longer

looked so rosy by the late 1930s.

63 "Beach Income Hits
December 1936.

4

These two structures had

Million," Long Branch Daily Record,

31

64 "Asbury Park now has every facility for recreation," Asbury
Park Evening Press, 11 June 1936.

65ibid.
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become the city's "Big Problem." One newspaper article deemed

elephants"

"white

them

because

unprofitable

their

of

operation and costly construction and upkeep.

bad

enough

that,

in

Walter

1939,

Reade

Things were

returned

the

Convention Hall and Casino, though not the Paramount Theater,
to the city after years of trying to operate them without

success.

Even with his considerable resources Reade could

not make the buildings pay for themselves,

not to mention

Part of the city's problem was a ten million

turn a profit.

dollar debt, much of which had been accumulated because of

the

beachfront

Casino/Carousel
Furthermore,

including

program,
and

Convention

construction

Hall/Paramount

of

the

Theater.

the city had been sued by creditors who had

loaned money for the improvement work;

the litigation had

cost the city an enormous amount over the course of three
years

^^
.

People continued to use these two buildings

for

a

variety of entertainment events in the early 1940s, if not as
However,

successfully as had originally been hoped.

the

onset of World War II dramatically affected the history of
In the spring of 1942 the Army

the boardwalk in the 1940s.

instituted a coastal "dim-out" to protect ships along the

coastline

from becoming

the

easy

targets

of

submarines;

66 "City's Big Problem Now is What to do About Convention Hall,
Casino," Asbury Park Press, 3 December 1939.
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Asbury Park responded by erecting a twenty thousand dollar
dim-out screen along the boardwalk.^'

Additionally, the war

at least temporarily solved the problem of what to do with

the Convention Hall. On September 8,

1942 the Navy took over

the Berkeley-Carteret and Monterey hotels to house British

soldiers and,
permission

three days later,

— took

solarium.

the Army

— with

the city's

over Convention Hall and the Sunset Avenue

When the Army left the building in 1943, the Navy

quickly took it over and occupied it until 1946.^^
In terms of the Convention Hall, Casino, and boardwalk

the most momentous event during the Navy's "occupation" was

The hurricane and tidal wave, which

the Hurricane of 1944.

hit on the Jersey Shore on September 14, 1944, was supposedly

the worst disaster the New Jersey Shore had experienced in

more

than

fifty

years.

Both buildings

along with

the

boardwalk suffered considerable damage; in some places the
boardwalk was completely destroyed.
was enormous.

It was

The level of destruction

evidenced particularly in a picture

folder, a story of the damage caused by the hurricane told in
16 pictures

and accompanying captions, which one could send

67" Harold F. Wilson,
The Story of the Jersey Shore, vol.
York: D. Van Nostrand Co., 1964), p. 120.

4

(

New

68 "Army to Quit All Buildings in City November 29," Asbury Park
Press, 12 November 1943.
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as the equivalent of a giant postcard (Figures 50 & 51).^^

While

the

Convention

Hall's

foundation

suffered

extensive damage (fractures in the caissons, colvimn caps and
serious structural cracking)

''°,

the

visibly damaged by the hurricane.

Casino had been more

Following the hurricane,

the Casino remained partially closed to the public.

Perth

Amboy

Arena

Corporation,

which

had

leased

The

the

auditorium as a skating rink, sued the city to force it to
repair the storm damage.
lease.

Unfortunately,

In return, the city canceled their

this

action

initiated a round of

litigation which prevented work on the Casino for almost four
years.

Not surprisingly, people had differing ideas as to

what ought to be done with the damaged structure.

studying its condition,

After

the planning board offered their

recommendation to the city council: the entire building east
of the stores on the eastern side of the building should be

demolished.

The board had chosen this plan instead of two

other plans, one which involved restoring the structure to
its

condition before the hurricane and the other which

proposed demolishing all of the building except the section

69 "A story told in 16 pictures of the 1944 Hurricane, Damage
Caused to Asbury Park and Ocean Grove, N.J. By the Storm and Tidal Wave
Rutgers University Special Collections, New
of September 14, 1944.
Brunswick, N.J.
70 "Rebuilding and Refurbishing Slated at Convention Hall, Asbury
Park Press, 19 October 1971.
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west of the boardwalk. ''^

Within less than a week, a sort of proto-preservationist
and owner of considerable shorefront property. Dr. Sebastian
P.

Vaccaro, responded to the plan contending that "it would

be a 'desecration' to demolish the deunaged building." Vaccaro

based his appeal for saving the entire Casino mainly on
aesthetic grounds, maintaining that the Casino remained an
example of fine architecture and an attraction, even in its

damaged condition.

Fighting staunchly against the almost

certain destruction, Vaccaro quickly retreated to negative
arguments against demolishing the building, versus positive
arguments in favor of its restoration:

And it is not practical to destroy it. If the
Casino must be destroyed, it could undoubtedly be
destroyed later at a cost much less than the
present high prices. 72

Strangely enough, Vaccaro was trying to save the building by
appealing to the monetary sensibilities of those in favor of

razing the eastern section. Finally, Vaccaro in what was a
wise observation, noted that loss of any of the city's modern

structures,

including

the

Casino/Carousel

Pavilion

and

Convention Hall /Paramount Theater, would render Asbury Park

71 "Planning Board Advises Razing Eastern
Building," Asbury Park Press, 18 November 1946.

''2
"Vaccaro Declares Casino Removal Plan
Park Evening Press, 23 November 1946.
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Section

of

Casino

'Desecration'," Asbury

eminently
Ultimately,
repaired

less

appealing

to

thousands

of

visitors.

Vaccaro's plea prevailed and the Casino was

'^
.

In the meantime, after forty- three months of occupation

by various

Allied Armed Forces,

the Convention Hall was

returned to the city in April of 1946.

City employees rushed

cleaning and rehabilitation for a speedy reopening, while
other city officials sought compensation from the Navy for
"wear and tear" to the Convention Hall.

A few weeks earlier

the city had leased Convention Hall for $15,000 to Joseph

Redicker who planned to bring in "big name" bands for dances.
On November 3,

1948,

Asbury Park Press readers were

greeted with the headline "Dewey Concedes To Truman." Beneath
this headline they would have seen a story of more local
import, titled "Casino Revival Voted in City" which discussed

the city's plans to rehabilitate the damaged sections of the

Casino, which had remained unused since the 1944 hurricane.

A week later, the paper noted that given a choice between a
plan which proposed reconstruction of the entire damaged

portion of the Casino,

or demolition of

the most of

the

damaged section, voters overwhelmingly approved the former
plan.

The fact that residents supported the reconstruction

plan, whose proposed cost was more than twice the other plan,

indicated residents strong attachment and identification with

73ibid.
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the building.'^ The Rediker Corporation, which had previously

leased the Convention Hall, was involved with the renovation
of

the

Casino

auditorium.

Though

they

operated

the

auditorium as an ice skating rink, their work made the space
"useful for dancing,

sports events,

roller skating,

trade

shows, and all kinds of conventions".^^

This rehabilitation work on the Casino presaged the

renewed success and popularity that these two anchors of the

Asbury Park boardwalk--the Casino/Carousel
Convention Hall/Theater

— enjoyed

Pavilion

and

The Casino

in the 1950s.

was not alone in receiving improvements in this period; after
a

four-year

battle.

Convention

Hall

basketball floor and glass backboards.

received

a

wooden

For years the city

had been denied top high school and professional games due to
the hall's terrazzo floor, which sweated under heavy use and

became dangerous.

In the early 1950s,

Convention Hall was

used for dance bands, singers, ice and roller skating shows,
and midget auto races among other things.

Reade

Theaters,

Inc.

(which

had

leased

In

the

1955 Walter

Casino

and

Convention Hall and continued to lease the Paramount Theater)
sought a three-year lease of Convention Hall with decidedly
more ambitious plans for the space:
''4
"City Pushes Plans for Casino Reconstruction," Asbury Park
Evening Press, 10 November 1948.

75 "Armstrong Sees Nothing New On Lease,"
December 1954.
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Asbury Park Press, 21

It is our thought not only to engage outstanding

concerts,
for the presentation of
symphonies, arena spectaculars, outstanding name
and dance bands, important lecturers and nationally
known speakers, but also to provide a series of
exhibits and displays in and around the building
which will result in the Convention Hall becoming
the cultural and 'want to go' place for all of New

talent

Jersey. 76

city officials

Some

opposed the proposed lease because,

unlike other leases of Convention Hall which were limited to
the evenings

summer months,

Reade sought a full year

Officials believed the lease might deny the city use

lease.
of

or

the hall,

events.

which it used most of the year for various

Despite opposition, Reade Inc. eventually received

the three-year lease on the

Hall.''''

A series of fights which began in Convention Hall in
July of 1956 and culminated in a riot outside on Ocean Avenue

were hardly the type of publicity that the Reade corporation
had wanted to generate about Convention Hall.

Though the

police insisted that the riots were not racially motivated,
in retrospect, they seemed to foreshadow the race riots that

would occur in Asbury Park approximately fifteen years later.

While the later riots happened on Springwood Avenue, rather
than directly outside the Convention Hall, like the earlier

76 "Reade Requests Lease On Convention Hall," Asbury Park Press,
31 January 1955.

7^
Press,

11

"City Against Ail-Year Lease
February 1955.
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for Auditorium,"

Asbury Park

riot they generated a considerable amount of negative press
about the city.

And in so doing, they indirectly influenced

the future of both the Convention Hall and the Casino.

Convention Hall and the Casino were the focus of a
number of proposals involving cost cutting and modernization
in the

late 1950s.

Among these ideas were an unrealized

tower hotel above the Convention Hall arcade and a separate

heating system in Convention Hall along with modification of
the heating plant to the south of the Casino.

The hotel was

planned to fill "the need for more first-class, year round
hotel accommodations to attract more convention business to

the city."^^ The heating proposal,

on the other hand, was

intended to save the city approximately $40,000 a year in
beachfront heating costs.^^

Overall, these proposals speak to the condition of the

two buildings as well as to the health of Asbury Park more
generally.

The buildings needed rehabilitation, and perhaps

adaptive use or modification to fully serve the needs of the
city.

In turn, the loss of convention business and visitors-

upon which the city's economy was largely based-was in part
attributable to the condition of the buildings.

If the 1960s

evidenced an effort to address some of these problems, they
78 "Convention Hall Hotel Proposed," Asbury Park Press,

1

February

1957.

79 "Study Heat System In Beach Buildings,
September 1958.
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Asbury Park Press,

17

also represent

the

solidification of

the

Asbury Park's

decline.

While they were more substantial structures, by 1960s
the Convention Hall/Theater and Casino had outlasted the
first and second generations of buildings previously on their

sites.

But

1960s

in

thirty years

old,

rehabilitation.

and

both buildings were approximately

obviously

need

in

of

repair

and

The Convention Hall was the first to receive

such treatment, when it got its first interior renovation in

fifteen years in the early 1960s as part of a ten-year plan
to rebuild the beachfront begun in 1959.^°

the

renovation

included a complete

Among other things

interior repainting,

restoration of all the murals, installation of a new brass
rail

in

the

lobby,

re-gilding of the organ grilles,

improvement of the sound system.

and

As part of this work, city

employees had also begun to replace lighting fixtures, but
this

part

allowed.

of

the

project would only

continue

as

money

City council was also considering re-roofing the

entire building because the original

roof was more

than

thirty years old. Notably, the city took pride in the fact
that with the exception of a paint conservationist, the work

80 "City Acts to Save The Hall," Asbury Park Press, 16 June 1968.
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was completed entirely by city employees. ^^

While perhaps not

completely practical today, this type of arrangement might
strengthen support for and visibility level of preservation
by keeping jobs in communities and creating greater community

connection with its architecture and history.

Convention Hall also witnessed a variety of additional
changes in the early to mid 1960s.

Among these were a fire

which did $8,000 of damage to the hall in 1963, installation
of a new gas air conditioning in 1964,

(originally proposed in the late

heating system

new gas

and completion of a

1950s) in 1966.

Not

surprisingly,

fire

and plans

for modernization

figured highly in the history of the Casino in the 1960s as

A January 10, 1966 fire damaged the auditorium which

well.

was being leased at the time by Arena Attractions Inc. as an
ice

skating

rink

(Figure

52).

While

the

fire

caused

considerable damage in the auditorium, the arcade, merry-goand other sections of the Casino were not damaged.

round,

Furthermore,

the

fire

strengthened the city's resolve to

renovate and modernize the building, at an estimated cost of
over one million dollars. ^^
In May of 1966 the city applied for 1.75 million dollars
81

Press,

14

"Convention Hall Gets 1st Remodeling in 15 Years," Asbury Park
February 1960s.

82 "Lebra Says
Press, 14 March 1966.

Casino Repairs Should Start Soon,"
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Asbury Park

in federal aid for renovation and modernization of the Casino

and Convention Hall.

The figure represented 80 percent of

the estimated 2.4 million dollars that would be necessary to

renovate the two beachfront structures.

The Convention Hall

work was expected to cost 1.3 million dollars, while the
Casino work was estimated at 1.1 million dollars.

While the

mayor had apparently received assurances that the aid would
be available for both shorefront projects, pressure to reduce

federal spending because of the Vietnam War had increased in

the

intervening

time.

Furthermore,

the

department

of

Commerce indicated that the need for aid was greater in other

communities; in

December Asbury Park received notification

that both requests had been rejected.

As

a

result,

both

projects were to be reduced to minimum repairs, or abandoned
altogether. ^^

Lack of federal funds was only part of the threat facing

Convention Hall in the late 1960s.

Because of its beachfront

location. Convention Hall had sustained considerable erosion

and deterioration over the course of almost forty years.

front

(seaward)

The

promenade had been closed because of the

danger of falling masonry.

Additionally,

in June of 1968,

the city's engineer, Leon Avakian, warned that portions of

the Hall's superstructure would crumble into the sea within

83 "Casino, Convention Hall Aid Is Sought By Asbury Park," Asbury
Park Press, 25 May 1966; "City Bid for Aid Rejected," Asbury Park Press,
20 December 1966.
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To forestall

several years if deterioration was not halted.

this

possibility,

he

proposed

that

city

the

oversee

construction of a four hundred and fifty foot breakwater

centered

on

Convention

Hall.

The

section

between

breakwater and hall would then be filled in with sand.

plan

served

two

purposes

because

it

allow

would

the
This

for

stabilization of the structure to facilitate repair of the
caissons or underpinnings of the buildings, and it would add
^'^
considerably to a shrinking bathing beach.

The city engineer was particularly pleased to learn in

early September that the state would assume seventy-five,
rather than fifty percent of the $550,000 project.

However,

due to a storm and increased construction costs,

the city

requested a larger state grant of $700,000 for the project in
late 1968.

The following spring the state granted Asbury

Park the requested amount of money, though it would be given
over the course of two years due to the statewide demand for
beach protection funds

Again,

as was

^^
.

the case in the 1960s,

the fortunes of

Convention Hall/Paramount Theater and the Casino/Carousel
building in the 1970s were both indicative of and a result of

84 "City Acts To Save The Hall," Asbury Park Press, June 16,

85

Press,

4

"State Will Pay More For Beach Hall Repair,
September 1968.
48

"

1968.

Asbury Park

their larger context-the declining circumstances of Asbury
Many factors, most of them not directly related to the

Park.

Convention

Theater

Hall/Paramount

Casino/Carousel

and

combined to further the perception of Asbury Park as a dying
resort.

in

July

For instance, completion of the Garden State Parkway

traffic

drew

1955

destinations further south.

and

potential

visitors

to

A series of racially motivated

riots in the 1970s diminished the popularity of the resort.

Furthermore,

marked the onset of a number of

1970s

the

problems that would become particularly acute in the 1980s
and

1990s:

lax

enforcement which allowed absentee

code

landlords to divide large old homes into cheap rooming houses

and apartments;

marked decline in homeownership;

policies

which contributed to the decline of neighborhoods; and city
and county placement of special-needs people much in excess
of

the

which

population,

contributed

significantly

to

decreasing the tax base.^^

During the 1970s the city,
federal

governments,

along with the state and

spent substantial

sums

of

money on

Convention Hall and the Casino because they were seen as

critical

elements

of

the

city's

health,

economic

and

otherwise. However, the growing sentiment of city officials
as

the decade progressed was that only private ownership

would generate the funds necessary for the preservation.

86Bradfield, "Can Asbury Park Be Saved," p. 22,
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.

rehabilitation, and continued maintenance of these municipal

monoliths.

Consequently,

in the late 1970s and 1980s city

officials looked towards redevelopment schemes, plans which

incorporated historic preservation to greater and lesser
degrees

At the beginning of the decade,

city officials were

hopeful about receiving money to rehabilitate Convention Hall

under a federal program designed by the Nixon administration
to

stimulate the

the

Public

Works

Improvement

Under this program, aimed at areas with high rates

Program.

of unemployment,

percent

economy,

of

the federal government would finance 80%

public works

projects creating
,

jobs

for

the

— 80% of the cost of rebuilding
Hall — city officials also sought

unemployed. Besides $600,000
and refurbishing Convention

the same amount for construction of the first phase of a
municipal complex to include police headquarters and a jail.^^

When they discovered there was much less money available
through the program than they had thought originally, city
officials scrapped the plans for the municipal complex and

reduced the scope and the request for federal money for
Convention Hall from $600,000 to $346,800.

The reduction

meant that much of the planned interior work would have to be

abandoned;

the revised proposal eliminated such plans

as

replacing the second and third story windows with decorative
87 "Rebuilding and Refurbishing Slated at Convention Hall," Asbury
Park Press, 19 October 1971.
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panels, refurbishing the restrooms, and repairing the roof of

the arcade.

^^

proposal,

most of the exterior work

work

on

the

On the other hand,

foundation

— would

according to the revised

be

— including

completed.

continued
Hopes

of

receiving the money were not high though, given that there
was

eighty-two million dollars of federal aid requested and

only forty million available.

City officials had basically

given up on getting the grant when in mid-February of 1972

Asbury

received

Park

Convention

Hall.^^

a

The

$361,000

grant

for

that the federal

fact

repairs

to

government

awarded Asbury Park the grant testified to the perceived
importance of Convention Hall,

Asbury Park.

even beyond the limits of

While presenting in favor of the project.

Representative

James

Howard

from

New Jersey

cited

the

continued ripple effect the work would generate: "a repaired
and refurbished Convention Hall will have an uplifting effect
on the economy of the entire shore area long after the work
is done. "5°

completed;

By early December of 1972 the work was almost

the

badly

deteriorated

88 "City Hopes Dim for U.S.
October 1971.

columns

had

been

Hall Funds," Asbury Park Press,

23

89 "$361,000 Granted For Repair of Hall," Asbury Park Press, 16
February 1972.

90 "Convention
January 1972.

Hall

Work Hopes Rise,"

51

Asbury Park Press,

15

reconstructed and minor interior renovations were complete. ^^
In addition to repair and rehabilitation,

Convention

Hall also experienced continuing use and damage in the 1970s.

Unfortunately, the waterfront location also took its toll on

water

the interior of Convention Hall/Paramount Theater;

intrusion

proscenium

had damaged
and

caused

the

elaborate plasterwork

mildew

problems

in

the

in

the

theater.

Additionally, the buildings aged mechanical systems failed
with increasing frequency.

^^

Nevertheless, concerts continued

and in mid-August of 1974 as an enthusiastic and nostalgic

audience listened to Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons and
Jay and the Americans, two of the 1960s most successful pop
Less than a year later. Convention Hall suffered one

bands. ^-^

in the series of fires that have occurred over the years in

Convention Hall /Paramount Theater and the Casino/Carousel
building.

In this case,

the fire was set deliberately, and

caused considerable damage to the hall.^^
1970s

The damage caused to the Casino in the early

91 "Repair Puts Convention Hall In City on Firmer Footing," Asbury
Park Press, 10 December 1972.

92 Historic Preservation Element of Master Plan, p. 8.

93 "Convention Hall Echoes To The Sounds of the 60s," Asbury Park
Press, 19 August 1974.

94

"Blaze Damages Convention Hall," Asbury Park Press,

1975.
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3

April

resulted from neglect rather than malicious

intent;

the

Casino auditorium had been basically abandoned since the 1966
Holes in the roof left by the fire were the cause of

fire.

much additional damage,

form of water

especially in the

In 1972 the city spent some

damage to the floors and walls.

of the insurance money to install a new fiberglass roof on

Repairs continued the following year with

the auditorium.

installation of masonry, plumbing, and electrical systems.

Asbury

Park

began

celebration

^^

of

its

centennial with a rededication of the renovated Casino.

The

In

May

1974,

of

theme of the rededication party
spirit"

— reflected

— "An

old town with a new

the renewed image of itself that Asbury

Park had often presented more convincingly in the past.^^

However,

activity

business,
concerts,

and

the

at

the

Casino

Casino's

trade shows,

new

to

boost

who

had

seemed
lessee,

flea markets,

a circus,

local

booked

among other

events, predicted that 1975 would prove a successful year for
the Casino.

^^

Revitalization of Asbury Park became
priority in the late 1970s.

an

increasing

As the city engineer stated in

95 "City Workers Repair Casino Auditorium," Asbury Park Press,
October 1973.

28

96 "Asbury Park Celebrates," Asbury Park Press, 20 May 1974.

97 "Casino Arena Preparing For a Busy Year," Asbury Park Press, 29
December 1974.
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"The city is in dire need of a rebirth. "^^ Plans for

1978,

this such a rebirth generally focused on the beachfront area.

plans for renewing the area, which most

Not surprisingly,

often centered on Convention Hall /Paramount Theater and

Casino/Carousel

building,

evinced the often contentious

relationship between redevelopment and historic preservation.
Those in favor of redevelopment generally viewed preservation
as

impediment

an

to

progress

and

generator

of

further

bureaucratic "red tape", rather than as a process which might
foster change and bolster redevelopment efforts.
In

1978,

for

instance,

the newly established Urban

Resorts Development Corporation, under the leadership of city
engineer, Leon Avakian, proposed a civic -convention center on

beachfront

five

blocks,

including

the

Convention

Hall/Paramount Theater and Berkeley-Carteret Hotel.

The

complex, which would be publicly and privately financed and
owned,
arts,

and "would include a sports arena,

exhibition hall,

jai

alai

fronton,

theater for the
two

high-rise

hotels, a parking garage, and rooftop park."^^ According to
the proposal, the Convention Hall /Paramount Theater would be

converted in a convention and sports arena and theater for
the arts.

The plan called for renovation of the Berkeley-

98 "Asbury Park Convention Complex Proposed," Asbury Park Press,
10 August 1978.

99 "Asbury Park Convention Complex Proposed," Asbury Park Press,
10 August 1978.
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Carteret with a 120-room renovation and adjacent jai alai
^°°

fronton.

Interestingly,

one

of

the hopes

for the new

complex recalled one of the primary reasons cited in favor of

building

Convention

Hall/Paramount

conventioneers away from Atlantic City.

luring

Theater:

Ideally, this would

happen because convention goers increasingly could not afford

Avakian optimistically stated,

hotel rates in Atlantic City.

"This loss to Atlantic City's economy will be Asbury Park's

Despite the

gain."^°-^

concerns were

that economic

fact

understandably central, the proposal failed to consider the
historic character of the area, and there was no mention of

the

potential

impact

of

the

complex

on

the

Convention

Hall /Paramount Theater, Berkeley-Carteret Hotel, urban plan,
or beachfront landscape.

It

was

hardly

coincidental

Convention

that

Hall /Paramount Theater was added to the New Jersey State

Register

of

Historic

Places

the

following

spring,

principally to the efforts of three city officials.
the

nomination was

being considered,

the

city

due

While

engineer

requested that the city council seek a delay in nomination to
the National Register

"because the designation may delay

100"Asbury Park Convention Complex Proposed," Asbury Park Press,
10 August 1978.

101

"Asbury Park Convention Complex Proposed," Asbury ParJc Press,

10 August 1979.
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plans to construct a $70 million convention-civic complex ." ^°^

Avakian asked that the nomination be postponed for six months

until the feasibility study for the new complex would be

noting that several important,

completed,

The request apparently came too

persons shared his concerns.

however,

late,

and

at

though unnamed,

the

end

of

March

Convention

Hall /Paramount Theater was included in the National Register
of Historic Places.

convention-civic

The

complex

was

not

the

only

redevelopment proposal forwarded in 197 9 and when Convention
Hall /Paramount Theater was added to the National Register in
the city was considering selling almost all of

late March,

the city-owned property along the boardwalk.

City officials

were investigating a proposal formulated by Thomas and Carmen
Ricci, amusement park owners who wanted to purchase the city-

owned beachfront and redevelop it.

the city

Furthermore,

council advertised the sale nationwide and alerted major
amusement park corporations and developers of the upcoming
During 1979 city officials met extensively with the

sale.

Ricci

's,

and offered the boardwalk property for sale in a

offer particularly suited to their needs.

the

Ricci

potential

's

— the

city's

most

purchasers--declined

interested
to

bid,

102 "City Delay Sought In Naming Hall
Asbury Park Press, 3 February 1979.
56

Ultimately though,

and

promising

citing

To National

overly

Register,'

specif ications^°^,

restrictive

and the property remained

unsold.

While many of Boardwalk businesses stood their ground in
the early 1980s

(Figure 53),

Hall/Paramount

Theater,

Boardwalk

the future of the Convention

Casino/Carousel

landscape between

generally appeared bleak.

them,

and

building,

the

Asbury Park more

Asbury Park's Mayor at the time,

Ray Kramer described the city's overall situation and the
need for revitalization:

We aren't unique. We have the same problems as the
other 31 cities in New Jersey. We suffer from old
housing stock, high unemployment, the middle class
moving to the suburbs and the shopping malls

killing

our

downtown.

We

need

private

development. 104

Again in 1982 Asbury Park offered to sell city-owned property
along the Boardwalk because of interest expressed by Robert
J.

Oberst,

head of

a

Red Bank

financial

planning firm.

Though similar to the earlier 1979 offer, this time the city

included Convention Hall in the sale.

The council did not

advertise the sale as widely as the first, and Oberst was the

only bidder.

While Oberst was "interested in preserving the

historical character of the Asbury Park oceanfront," Asbury

103 "Register of Historic Sites Includes Convention Hall," Asbury
Park Press, 28 March 1979; "City Will Sell Property at Boardwalk,"
Asbury Park Press, 20 June 1982.

104Navarra, The New Jersey Shore, p. 20.
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Park officials were disappointed at the $2 million bid for
the 125-acre strip bounded by the boardwalk and Ocean Avenue,

which had a $14 million replacement value. '^°^ So, in the early
1980s Asbury Park employees were still seeking the private

investment that would provide the funds necessary for the

renovation of Convention Hall /Paramount Theater and the
Casino/Carousel building.

105 Navarra, The New Jersey Shore, p. 20; "City will sell Property
at Boardwalk," Asbury Park Press, 20 June 1982.
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"

FOUR

CHAPTER

Historic Preservation Successes and Failures in the
1980s and 1990s: The Convention Hall /Paramount Theater
and Casino/Carousel building, 1985-1996
Compiled

in

the

early

1980s,

Monmouth

the

County

Historic Sites Inventory documented historically significant
sites throughout the county.

The Asbury Park Convention

Hall /Paramount Theater and Casino/Carousel were recognized as

some of the most important examples of the county's resort-

based architecture relating to recreation and entertainment.
In

briefly noting Asbury Park's

author,

historic

resources,

obviously aware of the recent proposals

the

for the

oceanfront,of fered the following recommendation:

Future redevelopment of Asbury Park s beachfront
also should include the preservation and protection
(by local ordinance and/or deed restriction) of
several notable structures on or near the
boardwalk, namely the Convention Hall (1303-33),
the Asbury Park Casino and Carousel (1303-21),
Palace Amusements Carousel and Ferris Wheel (130322), and the Berkeley-Carteret Hotel (recently
renovated
'

.

)

Both the preservation and redevelopment pictures looked

considerably brighter by the mid-1980s.

By the early 1980s

the cost of maintaining both the Convention Hall and Casino

were prohibitive; therefore, they were both included in an
Asbury Park waterfront redevelopment plan adopted in December
of

1985.

The

structures were

incorporated in the $500

public

buildings which would be

million dollar plan as

59

—

:

rehabilitated with a combination of public and private funds.
While the plan's goals were numerous, there were several that

focused particularly on the two buildings:

Rehabilitate

Convention Hall to attract a larger number of convention
visitors,

rehabilitate

Casino

the

and

power

plant

(if

economically and structurally feasible) as anchors of a new
family entertainment center extending from Convention Hall to

the Casino,

maintain the city's boardwalk to ensure its

continuing life and attractiveness for visitors, and reduce
the city's direct

involvement in property management for

beach-related commercial activity. ^°^ In addition, the plan
noted

Convention Hall, the Casino Building and the Power
Plant are important historic and architectural
resources along the beachfront worthy of
rehabilitation. The Waterfront Redevelopment Plan
proposes
that
these
buildings
all
be
comprehensively rehabilitated, but in the case of
the latter two, this is seen as dependent on the
engineering
and
economic
feasibility
of
rehabilitation that is yet to be determined. 107

After a year of negotiations on the part of the mayor
and city council concerning the waterfront plan, in December
of 1985 they selected a developer to implement the plan

Carabetta/Vaccaro

developer,

who

had

recently

renovation of the Berkeley-Carteret Hotel.

106 Asbury Park Waterfront Redevelopment Plan,

lO^ibid, p.

3

— 10.
60

finished

As part of the

1983, p.

2

— 4.

—
agreement,
Theater.

group

the

leased

Convention

Under the lease the group was

Hall /Paramount

responsible for

operating, maintaining, and making substantial improvements

three to five million in renovations

— to

the

structure.

Included in the work were plans to enlarge the exhibition
area to five times its original size, making it one of the
The group planned to

largest of such spaces in the state.

use the Paramount Theater for cultural events.
past,

As

in the

the hope was that the expanded Convention Hall would

become a site for large conventions.

-"^^^

For the Casino, the

developer authorized a market potential analysis to determine
the financial feasibility of rehabilitation and adaptive use
of the structure.

Based

on

a

multitude

of

factors

ranging

from

the

Casino's structural condition to its location, the authors of
the market analysis recommended a redevelopment concept for

the Casino focusing on beach recreation,
bars, and night-time entertainment.

restaurants and

The proposal attempted

to capitalize on the city's historical reputation as a beach

resort and music center and complement the existing character
of the boardwalk.

The plan was based on year-round use and

major components of it included several restaurants and bars,
a restored carousel and auditorium, and a public plaza with a

boat rental concession.

Furthermore, the plan recommended

108 "Redevelopment plan targets
As bury Park Press, 6 December 1985.
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Convention Hall for Changes,"

both phased repair and rehabilitation, with the most critical

stabilization work being done first, along with incremental
redevelopment. After explaining the potential of this scheme,

the

report

also

detailed

several

which

plans,

though

considered, were deemed impractical, including a retail mall,

aquarium, and children's museum.

^°^

even when they

However,

submitted the report, members of the corporation noted that
given the estimated cost of repairs needed by the Casino
to

$7.5

— and the high annual
project — up to $37 per square

million

finance the

rent
foot

— $6

necessary to

— the

financial

feasibility of "redeveloping" or adaptively using the Casino

was

questionable,

especially

without

public

funds.

^^°

Nevertheless, the redeveloper determined that depending on
the

amount of

structural

likely they could make

a

rehabilitation necessary,
sufficient

amount

of

most

money to

justify the rehabilitation.

By

mid-1986

the

first

step

in

Convention

Hall's

renovation, the acquisition of funding, was underway.

The

city had applied for a $2.5 million Urban Development Action
Grant, which if received would be lent to Carabetta/Vaccaro

109 Market Potential Analysis For The Asbury Park Casino,
Estate Research Corporation, June 1987, p. 7.

Real

1 ^Letter
to Joseph Carabetta, from Real Estate Research
Corporation Vice President, Leonard Bogorad and Senior Analyst, JoAnn
1

Symons,

15 June 1987.
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developers to fund the $10 million renovation. -^^^

By August

of the following year actual restoration work had begun.

The

developer did not receive the grant, and in mid-1990s Ocean
Mile Developers sought another grant, a $3 million matching
grant from the New Jersey Urban Development Corporation.
Meanwhile, the rehabilitation work had stalled and would be
at

virtual

a

standstill

until

1993,

when

Ocean

Mile

Development Group voluntarily closed the hall after being
notified by the fire chief that the buildings were due for
inspection.

^^^

Similarly,

stabilization work on the Casino/Carousel

building had gotten off to
quickly stalled.

a

promising start only to be

In late 1987 an investigation surrounding a

fire which destroyed 16 almost-finished townhouses revealed
internal dissension in the Carabetta/Vaccaro partnership.

By

1990s, the city had amended the waterfront development plan

from a residential centered project to one based largely on
entertainment.

The city decided to continue with essentially

the same developer under a new name. Ocean Mile Development
Group, Carabetta's new venture. ^'•^
111 "City to apply for federal
Asbury Park Press, 24 July 1986.

grant

for

hall's

renovation,"

112 Paramount Theater/Convention Hall article summaries
compiled by Shay Blum.

1

''3Bradfield,

"Can Asbury Park Be Saved?," p. 22.
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list,

.

In the early 1990s the city had applied for a $750,000

matching grant for stabilization work on the Casino from the
New Jersey Historic Trust, to be matched dollar for dollar by
the developer.

Ocean Mile Development Group.

The Trust

highlighted the Casino/Carousel building in their May 1990

Historic

Preservation

Capital

Needs

Survey,

and

soon

thereafter the Trust awarded the city one of the thirty-seven
grants chosen from one hundred and twenty-five applications
The grant covered the work most critical in the stabilization
of the Casino: replacement of the existing nonhistoric roof

with a standing seam metal roof to match the original in
configuration and appearance, repair or replacement of the
Arcade roof, and restoration of the door and window walls on
the north and south Boardwalk entrances to the arcade. -^-^^

Approximately a year later, various officials involved
with the project met in a public hearing to determine why the

proposed work had not begun.

Questions about the structural

and economic feasibility of the building, and a determination
of why

the work

proceeding.

had yet to begin were the

focus

of the

The questions and responses of the participants

were particularly indicative of their specific concerns about
the project.

director,

For instance, David Roberts, the city planning

expressed concern about the rate and amount of

^^^ Assembly Conservation and Natural Resource Coiranittee.

Hearing on
Project,

9

the Asbury
July 1991.

Park

Casino
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Public

Building Historic Preservation

deterioration that had occurred since the application's
submission a year-and-a-half earlier; New Jersey Assemblyman

Daniel Jacobson,

for his part, was anxious to see visible

signs of work on the Casino, given the amount of state funds
As a result of the hearing, the

involved in the project.

director of development for Ocean Mile Development agreed
that his company was ready to begin work within four months
provided a contract and lease were signed with the city.^^^

Despite notable setbacks in the preservation of these
two

buildings,

Park's

Asbury

adoption

of

a

Historic

Preservation Element to their master plan on March 12, 1990
was a small,

though not insubstantial victory for historic

preservation in the city.

Generally,

this document was a

concrete recognition of the existence and significance of

historic

structures

and

sites

throughout

Asbury

Park.

Formulated as a plan for protecting and preserving the city's

historic sites

and buildings,

the plan delineated seven

different districts, areas which share similar architecture,
character, or function.

by

later

amendments

This protection was realized in part

to

the

land

development

designed to protect the general character of
structures within these districts.

ordinance
sites

and

Both the Convention

Hall/Paramount Theater and Casino/Carousel

building

and

heating plant are a part of the Waterfront Resort District

65

which also includes the Berkeley-Carteret Hotel and a variety
of secondary buildings.

•'•'^^

The

section

on

district

focused

almost

significant

waterfront

the

completely

within

structures

resort/residential

the

three

the

on

most

Convention

area:

Hall/Paramount Theater, Casino and heating plant,

and the

For the Convention Hall and Casino,

Berkeley-Carteret Hotel.

the plan provided a brief history of each of these

structures,

suggests

details work planned for the near future,

recommendations

the

for

Regarding

work.

and
the

Convention Hall the plan advised application to the New

Jersey

Historic

Trust

for

matching

a

grant

to

fund

restoration of the entire exterior of the hall; similarly,
one of

for the Casino entailed

the three recommendations

using an engineer's report as a basis for applying to the New

Jersey

Historic

stabilization

Trust

work.

recommendations

for

The

prefaced

grant

a

provided

plan
by

to

the

notion

urgent

fund
three
that

overall

historic

preservation and economic development, in fact, can be highly
compatible.

^^"^

The adoption of historic preservation regulations to
protect the character of the districts and give the ordinance

the

means

to

do

this

was

the

n^ibid, pp. 1-22.
n^'lbid, pp. 7-12.
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substance

of

the

first

recommendation.

After 1990 officials added such regulations

as an amendment to the ordinance.

The second recommendation

involved developing a program to initiate listing on the
State

and

National

Registers

of

Historic

buildings eligible or possibly eligible.

Places

of

any

The recommendation

highlighted several potential benefits of listing including
Section 106 Review, but mistakenly stated:
If a property is listed, or has been judged
eligible for listing on the State or National
Historic Register
it is protected from demolition
or unsupervised rehabilitation attempted by a
,

public entity. 118

Though it is a common misapprehension, a building's inclusion
on the National Register of Historic Places does not protect
it

from demolition.

called

for

The third and final

immediate

Hall/Paramount

action

Theater

and

recommendation

to

rehabilitate

to

stabilize

Convention

rapidly

the

deteriorating Casino. ^^^

Unfortunately,
late October of

the Casino suffered a real setback in

1990 when the Asbury Casino Corporation's

lease on the carousel portion of the Casino expired.

sixty years
closed.

of

operation on the boardwalk,

the

After

carousel

The company, which owned the carousel and had leased

^
^Kate Frank and David Glynn Roberts, "Historic Preservation
Element of Asbury Park Master Plan", Asbury Park Planning and Zoning
Office,
adopted 12 March 1990s, p. 20.
^

1 1 ^Kate
Frank and David Glynn Roberts, "Historic Preservation
Element of Asbury Park Master Plan", Asbury Park Planning and Zoning
Office,
adopted 12 March 1990s, pp. 19-21.
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also closed down the other

for twenty years,

the space

amusements at the Casino due to "uncertainty about the City's
plans to renovate the Casino and a loss of business in recent

years as Boardwalk concessions closed as a result of the
city's beachfront redevelopment plans.

"•'•^°

While the company

was involved in negotiations with Ocean Mile, who sought to

purchase the carousel, Asbury Park Casino Corporation sold
the entire carousel to another purchaser without offering the

city right of first refusal to which it was entitled.

•'^•'-

The

reassurance of the manager of the Casino corporation that the

carousel would "stay intact,

probably be refurbished, and

have a good home,"^^^ were small comfort to residents, one of

whom noted that while the actual building remained "as the
symbol of Asbury Park,"^^-^ it had been gutted.

120 "Asbury Park Casino carousel sold,

dismantled," Asbury Park

Press, 23 January 1991.

121 In fact, the horses that were sold were not the originals but
fiberglass replacements.
In 1984 by Asbury Casino Corporation had sold
the original hand-carved wooden horses to a carousel museum.
Nevertheless, this loss was substantial and compounded by the loss of
In the summer of
the city's only other carousel two years earlier.
1989, the Palace Amusements Carousel was auctioned off by its owners,
"Asbury Park Casino Carousel sold,
Henry and Sebastian Vaccaro.
"Removing Century Of
dismantled," Asbury Park Press, 23 January 1991.
Our Memories Boardwalk to bayou she goes," Asbury Park Press, 1 August

—

1989.

122

"Asbury Park Casino carousel sold,

Press, 23 January 1991.

123ibid.
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dismantled," Asbury Park

The events in the wake of the adoption of the historic

preservation element of the master plan were such that many
of the recommendations have not been implemented.

Ocean

Mile was unable to match the funds for the Casino grant and
the New Jersey Historic Trust was

money.

forced to withdraw the

Ocean Mile spent $60 million on the redevelopment

project before the economy collapsed, and the company entered

bankruptcy proceedings.

In

1992,

the city declared Ocean

Mile in default of its developer's contract

•'^^^
.

The resulting

litigation continued until early 1996, severely hampering the

city's efforts to revitalize the oceanfront.

Though the

Casino continues to deteriorate at an alarming rate, the city
had not given up trying to investigate possibilities for its
reuse, such as talking with representatives of the Delaware

Tribe of Western Oklahoma about using the building for a
gaming casino. -"^^^

After the voluntary closing of Convention Hall /Paramount

Theater in July of 1993, the developer was unable to obtain
the necessary financing.

Therefore,

after negotiations the

control of the building reverted to the city.

Asbury Park

resolved to find funding to restore the building,

though

officials decided to concentrate on restoring the Paramount

124Bradfield, "Can Asbury Park Be Saved?," p. 22.

l^Sibid, p. 27.
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.

first because it was more versatile and potentially more
profitable for the city.
In 1994 the city issued a $1,000,000 bond in order to

fund restoration work on the Paramount Theater.

In September

of 1994 New Jersey State Senator Dick LaRossa pledged to help

find additional funding for the Convention Hall under a new

state

program aimed at New Jersey cities,

saying,

"The

culture of a nation is in a building like this... We can't
afford to lose it."^^^ Soon thereafter, the city received a $2

million state grant to fund work on the Paramount Theater.
By late November restoration work on the theater was well
underway

City officials presented the interior restoration work
as part of a larger, ongoing project which would encompass an

exterior renovation
available.
removal,

As

in

workers

the

future when more

funds

undertook roof repairs,

were

asbestos

installation of new heating and plumbing systems,

plaster removal, and a variety of other work, they discovered

several unexpected,
interior.

and since

forgotten,

elements of the

Among these surprises were an extensive gold leaf

design on the ceiling which had been covered by black paint
and grey Carrera marble underneath carpeting on the balcony
stairs. Other work included cleaning and rehabilitation of

the scagliola around the orchestra pit, cleaning of the rose

—

126 "Helping Asbury Park Head of Legislative Panel Looking To
Revitalize City," Asbury Park Press, 28 September 1994.
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along the theater walls,

granite

and repainting

of

the

walls. ^27
In early December the city retained the architectural

firm of Ford,

Farewell,

Mills and Gatsch of Princeton to

certify the work to be completed under the $2 million state
grant and to aid the city in submitting an application to the

New Jersey Historic Trust for a historic preservation grant.
The city did not receive this grant as the proposed work was
too extensive.

Unlike the early 1960s restoration and renovation work
on the Convention Hall,

outside the city.

this project employed workers from

This arrangement sparked a protest by

three hundred union members and Asbury Park residents who

picketed outside the theater protesting the fact that no
Asbury Park residents were employed on the project.
By early January of 1996,

January

8

the work was complete.

On

the city celebrated the "rescue of its oceanfront

landmark"-'-^^

like they had its original opening in 1930s with

a fundraiser,

which was attended by 900 people.

Following

the reopening, the Metro Lyric Opera of New Jersey which had

used the Paramount Theater for operas until it was closed in

127 "Treasures Uncovered At Asbury Park's Paramount Theatre As
Work Continues," The Coaster, 23-30 November 1994.
128 "Making A Comeback: Paramount gala marks reopening," Asbury
Park Press, 9 January 1995.
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the 1980s, returned.

Therefore, aside from the value of the

restoration work, the reopening also represented a sign of
prcMnise and potential, a symbol that the city had "turned the

corner. "•'^^^

Earlier in 1996 the city applied once again for a grant
from the New Jersey Historic Trust with plans
limited and feasible project

and windows.

Fortunately,

— restoration
on July

received the requested grant.

129ibid.
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17,

for a more

of the water tower

1996

Asbury Park

CHAPTER
Future

Historic

FIVE

Preservation

Prospects

and

Recommendations for Convention Hall and the Casino
In 1995 and early 1996,

there was a renewed optimism

regarding the fate of Convention Hall /Paramount Theater and
the Casino/Carousel building.

In 1995 the Monmouth and Ocean

Building Trades Council sought to purchase the redevelopment
rights to Asbury Park's beachfront from Joseph Carabetta, of

Ocean Mile Development Group.

million

dollar

shorefront

The group planned a $250

entertainment

and

commercial

project to include renovation of Convention Hall /Paramount
Theater and the Casino/Carousel Building. ^^°

In mid-January,

1996, the mayor of Asbury Park, Carabetta, and James Gratton,

president of the Building Trades Council, signed an agreement

allowing for the transfer of development rights from Ocean

Mile

to

the

Building

Trades

revitalizing the shorefront,

Council.

In

the project was

generate hundreds of jobs for union members.

addition

to

intended to

At that point,

James Gratton assured city officials that the council would

have no problem securing the $2.5 million in seed money

^30interview

with

Chris

Armitage,

Development, Asbury Park, New Jersey,
Asbury Park Be Saved?," p. 27.
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Director

10 October

1995;

Economic
of
Bradfield, "Can

needed for the project. "^

probably not the surprise

Much to the disappointment— though

— of

city officials and residents,

the building council was unable to come up with the necessary

seed money by the deadline forty-five days later.

On a positive note, 1996 has also brought good news for
the Convention Hall /Paramount Theater.

On July 17, 1996, the

New Jersey Historic Trust awarded the city a $1.25 million

matching grant for Convention Hall /Paramount Theater.

The

city will use the money to fund recent work on the theater
and arena as well as to cover restoration work on the water

tower and windows (Figures 54-67).

A recent New York Times

article titled "Grants That Aim to Use the Past to Help the

Present," described the benefits of preservation projects,
like renovation of the Asbury Park Convention Hall /Paramount

Theater, recently funded under grants from the New Jersey
Historic Trust:

Many local officials view the grants as a tool not
only to save a piece of the past but also to build
community pride and renewal. They and advocates of
historic preservation say restoration also promotes
tourism,
creates
jobs,
and attracts
new
investments

.
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Importantly,

those in charge of the project recognize

not only the historic and architectural, but also the present

131
"Asbury Park, Carabetta, unions Sign Off On
Redevelopment Agreements," The Coaster, 18-24 January 1996.

Historic

132 "Grants That Aim to Use the Past to Help the
Present," New
York Times, 4 August 1996, sec. 9, p. 11,
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day cultural significance of the project.

Historically,

entertainment was one of the main attractions of Asbury Park
The Paramount is, in fact, the only remaining

as a resort.

intact Paramount-Publix Theater of the five that once existed
in

Asbury Park.

characterless

today's

In

"ten-plex"

context

cinemas,

the

architecturally

of

Paramount

is

both

architecturally and culturally reminiscent of a period that

produced movie "palaces," few of which still exist in the

United States.

Perhaps

Hall/Paramount Theater

more

importantly,

is

very visible

a

beginnings of a city's revitalization.

the Convention

symbol

the

of

It is hoped that the

restoration of Convention Hall will be a

first

step

in

generating activity on the beachfront and in Asbury Park in
general. Since

the

condition

of

Convention Hall /Paramount

Theater has been reflective of the health of the city in the

renovation may

past,

in

fact

boost

itself,

and that held by outsiders.

success

of

the

project

that city

the

city's

image

of

It is critical to the

leaders

seek

the

full

support of residents for the work on the building, as they

did

when

planning

Furthermore,

moves

the
like

building

in

the

late

employing city residents

1920s.
in

the

renovation work would really galvanize community support for

preservation.

Asbury Park's beachfront director conveyed

considerable confidence that the Convention Hall /Paramount
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Theater is "on its way

back".^-'-^

Slowly, but surely the city

will complete renovation of the structure.
If the Convention Hall/Paramount Theater is

the good

news for the Asbury Park shorefront, then the Casino/Carousel

Though the Carousel Pavilion continues to

is the bad news.

be used for flea markets

,

the arcade and arena were closed in

the 1980s because having people in them was too much of a

liability for the city given their deteriorated condition.

Closing the Casino arcade further diminished the pedestrian
as people walking north

traffic along the boardwalk,

from

Ocean Grove along the boardwalk were likely to turn around at

rather than detour around the building. Very

the Casino

recently, the city has removed potentially hazardous plaster

chunks

from

the

ceiling

and

secured

the

boardwalk entrances to the Casino arcade,
to continue

pedestrians
Casino.

doors

at

the

again allowing

along the boardwalk through the

However, much of the building has deteriorated to

the point that the cost, merely to stabilize it, would be

Because large sections of the arena roof have

prohibitive.

collapsed,

damage

the

from

Consequently,

arena has

water,
like

suffered virtually irreparable

vegetation,

and

animal

so many other buildings

droppings.

that

expensive to maintain, and too costly to demolish,

are

too

it sits

and deteriorates further (Figures 68-74).
133Telephone Interview with
Asbury Park, NJ, 6 August 1996.
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Joe

Palato,

Beachfront

Director,

If demolishing the Casino would constitute "desecration"
as Dr. Vaccaro maintained in 1946,

its

condition

present

well

may

be

equal

an

form

of

the most practical option for

At this point,

desecration.

then letting it stand in

the city seems to involve reviving one of the three proposals

presented in 1946 by the planning board after the Casino had

been heavily damaged in a hurricane in 1944.

This

plan

called for the removal of the seaward section of the Casino,
the arena.

would

While this is by no means an ideal solution, it

save

majority

a

of

the

structure,

and

make

the

renovation and, especially, the continued maintenance of the
structure more feasible financially.

the

city's

limited

resources,

Most likely, because of

and

that

fact

the

the

Convention Hall/Paramount Theater has been given priority,
this type of project will have to wait until more work has

been completed on the Convention Hall,

and the city can

refocus its limited resources on the Casino.

the

city will

preservation

need

as

continue

such

funds,

Historic Trust,

to

as

As for funding,

to

seek

state

grants

from

the

historic

New Jersey

well as any dwindling federal historic

preservation

funds

Additionally,

the

available
city

should

for

such

attempt

to

projects.
get

the

Casino/Carousel Building listed on the National Register,

which might benefit the building should it be partially
renovated in the future.

While current preservation efforts on the shorefront

n

proceed slowly and in a piecemeal fashion, they will likely
succeed for three reasons

they are only part of a larger

:

plan for revitalization of the city, they are about renewing
a community in addition to its buildings, and they are city-

driven,

than private

rather

redevelopment

schemes

efforts.

the

of

and

1970s

contrast,

In

1980s

the

seemed to

consider the shorefront in a vacuum; they were based on the
idea that shorefront development would solve all the city's

More recently, the city has tried to assess its

problems.

overall problems, realizing that shorefront preservation and

development can only be successful

program

revitalize

to

which may,

strategies

the
in

city.
fact,

as

part

Some

of

complement

of

a

these

larger

other

preservation

initiatives include a new state "urban initiative" program

which targets a section of Asbury Park.

With this program,

the Local Neighborhood Council will "develop and implement

revitalization
resources

to

strategies,

leverage

using

private

state

and

and

municipal

non-profit

sector

investments and participation." Under the Urban Homeownership

Recovery Program Asbury Park would qualify for millions of
dollars of single-family construction financing targeted for

urban

areas

where

homeownership

rates

are

below thirty

percent .'^^^ And finally, the city officials have decided that
they cannot necessarily rely on private redevelopment schemes

''34Bradfield,

"Can Asbury Park Be Saved," p. 23.
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for preservation and revitalization.

Disillusioned with a

variety of unrealized private redevelopment plans, Asbury
Park

begun to secure

has

own

its

past

and

future with

renovation of the Convention Hall/Paramount Theater.

And

while private investment may follow in the future, the city
needs

ensure

to

that

its

architectural,

historic,

and

cultural resources are not lost waiting for such investment.

Through the lens of historic preservation, this thesis

establishes the importance of the Convention Hall /Paramount

Theater

and

Casino/Carousel

Building

to

Asbury

Park's

identity, not only in the past, but in the present and future
as

well.

Furthermore,

narrative

this

chronicles

the

historical link between the state of these structures and the

overall health of the city.

state

the

of

Because of the deteriorated

Casino/Carousel

Building,

this

type

of

documentation may soon be all that remains of the shorefront

structure.

remnants

Hopefully,
of

shorefront

the

the compilation of

historic

landscape,

development

anchored

by

of

the

scattered

Asbury

the

Park's

Convention

Hall/Paramount Theater and Casino/Carousel Building, will not
only be a point of community pride, but also a contribution
to planning,

preserving,

restoring,

irreplaceable waterfront landmarks.
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and maintaining these
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KNOWN! PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Commonly referred tc as "Convention Hall," it is comprised of
two structures - Convention Hall and Pier, and "Paramount" Tneater
joined by a 60 foot wide roofed enclosure of the boardwalk.

-

The Convention Hall measures 230 feet wide (north-south)
and extends 2 15 feet easterly from the edge of the bcarcwalk.
Tnere is a 2C foot-wide open promenade or. the north,
east, and south sides.
The main floor of the hall measures 115 feet wide by 100
feet deep, with 35 feet allocated for stadium-type seating
on the north, south and west sides.

There is a stage on the easterly side with a 48 foot wide
by 24 foot high proscenium opening.
The perimeter of the
structure fencloses exhibition spaces above the promenade
at the upper level of the seating.

Below the seating, at the level of and adjacent to the boardwalk; are spaces used for offices, shops, and amusements.
Various ancillary spaces,, such as an organ chamber, are
included in the structure.
The Theater, presently known as the Paramount Theater, is
located west of the Convention Hall, adjacent to Ocean Avenue.
It is 230 feet by 104 feet with an original seating capacity of
2005 (1242 in the orchestra and 763 in the balcony).
The
primary axis runs north-south, with a 40 foot wide by 28 foot
high: proscenium located at the northerly end.
There is a 24
foot by 40 foot section of traps in the stage floor.

Various ancillary spaces such as property rooms, smoking
lounges, etc., are included.
Conceived as "tne finest structure of its kind along tne
Atlantic Coast" in the pre-war years of 1916, it was not
until June, 1926, that the City Commissioners voted a
$2,000,000 bond ordinance for the construction of a
"Convention Hall, Amusement J>ier, and Theater."
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Description (continjed)

Convention Hall was designed in the Eclectic tradition,
prevalent in the period 1870 - 1930, founded in both the
Early Renaissance of Italy and Classical Period of the Frencn
Renaissance
The loggia surrounding the Theater on the north, south,
and east s'ides at street level, is created by semicircular
arches supported on paired columns similar to the cortille at
the Palazzo dell' Universita, Genoa (1634-1636) or the cortille
at the Palazzo Borghese, Rome {c.1590).
The predominance of cast stone rustication including the
quoins on =the mass of the theater, the patterned brickwork
and the chains forming wall panels, strongly suggest the
influence of the French.

^

_

Although the placement of the ornamentation, in its symetry and
density, conforms to the classical masonry tradition, a predominance of stylized animal and plant forms, especially the
geographically "correct" or symbolic use of seashells, dolphins
and seahorses, suggests the influence of the early days of Art
Other maritime themes are represented in the four copper
Deco.
In
sailing ships, nautical lanterns, and cast stone anchors.
addition, there is an abundance of floral decoration, pottery,
and a few eagles in cast stone.
Of particular note is the brick infill in the three major
semi-circular arches, on the west elevation above the loggia.
Originally specified as cast stone rustication, they were
executed in polychromatic brick of blues and purples. Starting
from a deep blue at the base, the tone changes through purple
to a sky blue at the keystone of ^he arch.
:
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Description (continued]
The interior of the complex is comprised of three major
The Convention Hall, the Theater, and the Boardspaces:
walk;.

Convention Hall
The entrance to the lobby of the Convention Hall is
through six pairs of glass and copper clad doors framed in
groups of two pairs by engaged stucco half-columns 34 feet
8 inches high, 3 feet 8 inches in diameter, on a base of
cast stone 4 feet wide by 2 feet 7 inches high. Over each
'group of doors is pressed copper ornamentation and copper
-kalamein framed fixed sash rising to the foliated^ column
capitals

From the lobby to the main floor of the Hall are five
pairs of similar doors. The lobby itself is approximately 46 feet wide by 40 feet deep by 34 feet high,
with box offices and stairways on each side (northerly
The floor, finished in terrazzo, slopes
and southerly).
feet upward from the boardwalk to the interior doors of
•

the lobby.

2

'

The easterly side of each stairway is guarded by a
An arched bridge,
pair of travertine winged lions.
joining the exhibition spaces on the second floor, is
It is decorated with plaster
located above the lobby.
'angels and scrollwork and has a travertine capstone on the
rail

There is bronze grillwork on the western (entrance)
wall and detailed bronze grilles at the box office
windows
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Description (continued)
j^j -.lacfpr with a coffered effect

square) decorative rosettes.
painted to "imitate wooa

The en>.ire

.

a
The convention Hall, itself
wth the except^ it
ess ornate ll[^'llflll%l\ll'
is SHbstantially
^^ ^^^
hand painted

ros^rn!rop:nrn;\re%er^illster-li.e
Y
's^irr^S^f^ft^ridfr
IS a 15 foot ^i^e
't^=.
pxlasters

2

frotTiSh^or^arscreen.
executed

in

that covers
'l\lll.lr:'°T^i% tTe\To'ml .rillwor.

the

openings to the organ chamber.

'

band

60
a c^ntrarplaster
The ceiling is plaster with cente. rosette app oxi-^
fe^t^in'diLete^ enclosing a
rosette
mately 6 feet in diameter. Jhis
^^^
by eight =n>=ll-^^/°=|^^||-,,^^'the
band are four 3
ml^or
j
circumference and ^"tersectiny u
other 3 foot
foot diameter rosettes,
3;^etrically located
^^e symet^_^^^^J^.^^
^^^°"^i^^'
^f bands
diameter rosettes in square
light outlets and
-

rosftter'rn^ili^ed'are^fctSc
ventilation grilles.

side through a
^o the
fh*. Theater is at the south
The entrance to
The entrance
oye
as a f^yer.
enclosed
loggia
^^e
of
section
^^^^
wide oy
lobby, measuring ^6 feet
comparison to the

Theater^s much underZT.li.To'n rari!%hriobby°rf^the
stated.
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Descriotion (continuedu
Of more significance is the mezzanine lounge and stsirThe mezzanine is reached by means of stairways
halls.
located at either side and within the orchestra.

The mezzanine lounge is separated from the (east west)
stairhalls by counter-thrusting elliptical arches
measuring 5 feet-10 inches wide by 120 feet-4 inches high
(to apex), with 2 feet-2 inch wide piers. All other walls
within the lounge and stairhall area are articulated in
In
arch forms by pilasters, windows, or vomitories.
addition to the arches, the ceiling is coved at each wall
intersection, creating an artificial vaulted effect. .Each
arch was originally finished with delicate colored stenciled
(This effect has been lost over the years).
ornament.
The overall effect of the vaulted spaces, particularly
with the indirect lighting and the loss of the stenciled
decoration, is a cavernous feeling of strong Moorish
influence
The indirect lighting is accomplished through the use of
composition caps located at each arch pier, within which
are located the electric lighting fixtures.
The proscenium opening is an elliptical arch measuring
39 feet wide by 28 feet high, surrounded by a cast
plaster archivolt approximately 26 feet wide. The
orna-mental moldings creating the archivolt begin with
a 4 foot wide architrave, surrounded by a wide band
of squares with fleurons at the center.
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Description (continued)
Beyond the band of squares are three wide bands of
three rows of perforated plaster ornamentation in
intricate geometric design. The outermost band of
ornamentation repeats that of the first large band.
The ceiling of the theater is suspended plaster with
numerous plaster ornamental discs or rosettes. The
principal ceiling motif measures 36 feet in diameter
and consists of offset concetric light panels of amber
cathedral glass, interspersed with reinforced plaster
ornamentation of floral character and female nudes, and
perforated ornamentation for vent ilation..
The minor rosettes vary in size from 9 feet to 4 feet-8
inches in diameter, and also serve as light and vent
grilles.

Boardwalk
Seven pairs of glass and copper kalamein doors enclose the
Boardwalk at the north and south entrances. Above the
doors is a variety of cast stone ornamentation on the
exterior, with steel framed sash above rising to a height
of approximately 35 feet, allowing daylight to penetrate
the space

Sixty feet wide, the Boardwalk has spaces' allocated for
shops and amusements on each side.
Stucco covered
piers, 3 feet-6 inches widerise from cast stone bases.
Stucco capitals adorn the top of each pilaster.
A coffered ceiling is created by encasing structural
elements, as well as by creating false beams.
Between the
beams are located flat plate glass skylights. Above the
flat plates are gabled metal skylights.
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NUMBER

-

The floor of the Boardwalk is polished concrete diagonally
Being the most
scored and tinted contrasting colors.
utilized of the three major spaces, and consequently the
most maintained and "modernized" the Boardwalk has undergone substantial changes over the years.

Contemporary aluminum storefronts have replaced the
copper kalamein framing. Various plastic and glass
illuminated signs have been placed over the original
pressed copper sign boards. Grilles have been placed
over windows originally opening to the dressing rooms.
-

"

A variety of high-intensity lights and radiant space
heaters have been hung from the ceiling.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEM

.

-

•

...

Convention Hall is essentially a steel frame and masonry
Large steel roof trusses span the major spaces.
building.
Most significant, perhaps, is the foundation of the Hall
It
is comprised of steel jacketed, reinforced concrete
itself.
The groups vary in number of
piers resting on timber piles.
piles; some as many as 32, the majority averaging 10-15 piles
per pier.
The years of wind, weather, and the scouring effect of the
sea have caused severe damage to the piers, including corrosion
of the jackets and deterioration of the concrete.

Major efforts have been undertaken in recent years to protect
the substructure, including building a seawall around it.
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Significance (continued)

Convention Hall was ultimately completed in 1929, yet the
controversy continued. The skeptics who ten years earlier
had suggested that the Hall was unnecessary in an entertainment
sense and a potential burden financially were able to
triumphantly point to Asbury Park's "white elephant." The
beachfront development project was laden with a variety of —
cost overruns:
the Depression had set in; Asbury Park was
close to municipal bankruptcy, with a debt burden of $10
million (most of which was traceable to the beachfront); and
litigation regarding some of these problems carried all the
way to the U.S. Supreme Court.
loreover, there:- were a variety of entertainment flops at
Convention Hall from the outset. Theater magnate Walter
Reade leased the building for several years following its
completion, but the operas, theater performances, and
conventions which he provided were usually unsuccessful.

During the years from 1942 until 1946, the U.S. Army Signal
Corps and U.S. Navy occupied Convention Hall for wartime
training pruposes.
The history of Convention Hall has been
a great deal brighter in the post-World War II era.
Following
the departure of the Armed Forces in 1946, Convention Hall
was leased by a promoter for Big Band dances.
The bands of
Tommy Dorsey, Jimmy Dorsey, Woody Herman, Charlie Spiwak,
Glenn Miller, and others performed before Convention Hall
audiences.
The Hall was also utilized for ice and roller
skating shows, boxing matches, basketball games, beauty
pageants, and a wide variety of other events.
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Significance (continued]
During the past decade Convention Hall has been used for
rock concerts, a numoer of trade shows, conventions, lectures,
political rallies and deoates, basketball tournaments,
wrestling matches, and a variety of other special events.
More recently, the Paramount Theatre, an impressive component
of the Convention Hall complex has had performances by the
N.J. State Opera, N.J. State Orchestra, a vaudeville revival,
and a film festival.

Architecturally, ftsbury Park Convention Hall is an unusually
fine example of 1920's eclecticism employing Italian and
?rench designs.
Colorful and grandiose in concept, the
complex has ornamental details that incorporate motifs
within the context of the design sources. The complex
exemplifies the conservative aspect of the 1920 "s style with
its reminiscences of popular Colonial Revival detailing and
some lingering art nouveau motifs.
The quality and excellent
repair of the interior ornaments and finishes heightens the
architectural significance of Convention Hall.
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Sky, Alison and Stone, Michelle. Unbuilt America
1976.

The AsbuTY Park Evening Press
June 19, 1966.

Warren and Wetmore, Et. Al.

,

Turner Construction Company

.
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INVENTORY -- NOMINATION FORM

CONTINUATION SHEET

ITEM

DATE ENTErCO

"

NUMBER

Verbal Boundary Descripcion (continued)

5ch And Sunset Avenues.
Convention Hall is 285 feet in
length (west to east) beginning at the Curb on the east side
of Convention Hall and extending to the rear deck of
Convention Hall.
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,

situated on a beachfront parcel, facing west, on an axis with a long
green space and Sunset Lake which extends to the North Asbury Park Railroad
Station (1303-32). The north and south entrances'are aligned with the Asbury
Park boardwalk.

SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENT:
Open Space CS
Woodland
Industrial

CD

D

Urban GD

D
O

Scattered Buildings
Suburban
Village
£]
Agricultural
Highway Commercial
Other

Residential

BuwiUMUl Commerical

[jp

SIGNIFICANCE:

See "Asbury Park Convention Hall," NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES,
listed 1979.

ORIGINALUSE; Convention hall, theater, arcade
PHYSICAL CONDITION:
ExceUent
Good (2
REGISTER EUGmnJTY:
Possible
YesH
THREATS TC SITE:
Roads
Development

D

No

Threat

D

PRESENTUSE:

Fair

D

No
Zoning

Same

PoorD

D

Part of District

D

Deterioration

Other

COMMENTS:
Listed on the National Register in 1979.

RJEFERENCES;
1.

2.

Asbury Park Press (March 28, 1928).
"Asbury Park Convention Hall," National Register of Historic PLaces

1979.

November 1980
RECORDED BY; Gail Hunton
DATT^
ORGANIZATION: Monmouth County Park System/Monmouth County Historical rtssn.
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view Northeast, from boardwalk
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HISTORIC ?R£SERVATia\' SECTION
BUILDING COMPLEX SURVEY FORM

-

e

_

a,

^2

5S

Q
SCTING.

BgiNDARY DESCRIPTION. AND REIATED STRUCTURES:

SEE ATTACHED PLAN

LANDSCAPE FEATURES:
'icing:

Faces north, west, and south at the southernmost end of the Asbury Park
beachfront.

Topography: Level
Vegecacion: "one
yr^^gj..

Bound on the east by the Atlantic Ocean, and on the southwest by Wesley
Lake^ originally a fresh water lake with an outlet to the sea (closed off)

SURROUNDING ENVTRONMENT:
Urban (3
Suburban
Scattered Buildings
Open Space D WDodlandD
Agrlculnnral D VillageQ
Residential D
Beach/Boardwalk
Downtown Coranercial S
Hi^iway CaimercialD Other
Industrial D
SIGNIFICANCE:
Along with the Asbury Park Convention Hall (1303-33), the Casino is the most
significant public structure in Asbury Park. The two sites are the principal remaining
landmarks of a once-reknown boardwalk and resort. The casino complex reflects the
grandiose yet playful character of seaside resort architecture, as well as the classica(l
stylistic preferences of New York architects Warren and Wetmore, who also designed the
Asbury Park Convention Hall and the New York Grand Central Terminal.
The Casino Carousel is additionally significant; the wooden apparatus, with hand
carved figures and exquisite pavilion, is one of only 284* operating carousels of its
kind remaining in the United States. (See also 1303-22.) Xt'was the last carousel.
Number 87, built by the Philadelphia Toboggan Company, one of America's foremost
carousel-makers. The figures are attributed to carver Frank Carretta of that firmThe Asbury Park Casino is the second one on the site. The earliest beachfront
structures in Asbury Park, which was founded in 1871 by James Bradley, were scattered
bath houses. They were replaced later by large rustic open pavilions of wood. The
first casino was a sprawling two-story frame building,
which burned in 1928. Construction on" the present casino began in that same year.
* 1981 Census by the National Carousel Association.
ORIGINAL USE: Casino and Carousel
PRESEOT USE:
g^^^

D

REGISTER ELIGIBILITY: Yes E Possible D
NoD Part of District
THREATS TO SriE:
Deterioration D
Roads D Developtient D Zoning D
No Threat n
OtherQ (Possible)
The City of Asbury Park (current owner) is in the process of selling
(XM'ffiNrS:
the boardwalk (including the casino) to a private developer.
:

REFERENCES:
Sanborn Maps, Jersey Coast Series, v. 2 (1930).
Asbury Park Press Feb. 15, 1928; March 28, 1928; May 11, 1928;
May 13, 1928; June 2, 1929; Dec. 31, 1930; Aug. 11, 1974.
3. Correspondence between Gail Hunton and Frederick Fried, National
Carousel Association.
4. Frederick Fried, A Pictorial History of the Carousel (A.S.Barnes, 1964)
5. Monmouth County Historical Association, Asbury Park Vertical File.
1.

2.

:

The Asbury Park Press of March 28, 1928 reported that the casino plans
were prepared by Warren and Wetmore of New York and that local architects
Arthur F. Cottrell, Ernest Arend, and Kenneth Towner were retained as
associates for the project.

RECORDED BY: Gail Hunton
DATE: November 1980
»_^.,„.,,.^__., Monmouth County Park System/Monmouth County Historical Associati
ORGANIZATION:
"
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BACKGROUND HISTORY OF ASBURY PARK

The City of Asbury Park was founded in 1871 by James A. Bradley, a wealthy brush
manufacturer and devout Methodist from New York. Bradley discovered the land that
was to become Asbury Park while vacationing in Ocean Grove, a Methodist retreat
formed several years earlier. As described in his diary, Bradley happened upon the
area and, recognizing its resort potential, quickly began negotiations for its purchase.
In 1871, Bradley acquired 500 acres of land contained east of the raih-oad, between
Wesley and Deal Lakes, for $90,000. He named his community Asbury Park after
Francis Asbury, the founder of Methodism in America.

From the beginning, James Bradley was a thoughtful developer. His intent was to
create a community that would provide its visitor with a true escape from the sanitary
and social problems that plagued the Nineteenth Century American city. The
community's atmosphere would offer spiritual and physical rejuvenation to affluent
business classes by providing morality and leisure.

Bradley viewed the physical environment as the key to achieving his goals for the
community. Between 1871 and 1920, he was instrumental in the design of the area
lying between Deal and Wesley Lakes, from the Atlantic Ocean to the raitoad then
under construction to the west. In addition to designing a community that would
promote morality and leisure, he consistentiy strove to avoid undercutting the natural
advantages of its seaside location by overdevelopment
7

As

the sole original property owner, he premeditated the shape and layout of the area
first structure was built He first set aside parklands and waterfront
areas to provide the community's future population with passive and active recreation.

even before the

then commissioned Frederick and Isaac Kennedy, the same surveyors who laid out
Ocean Grove, to prepare the plat for Asbury Park. While both Ocean Grove and
Asbury Park were plaiuied with a grid of streets featuring east/west avenues that widen
as they approach the ocean, the plan for Asbury Park possessed more urban scale
blocks to facilitate lots of greater width and depth and was remarkable in the 100 foot
width of the avenues which provided a spaciousness lacking in village-like Ocean
Grove (see Figure 1). With the 100 foot wide avenues flaring to 200 feet at the ocean.
It was said that the design provided an ocean view from three blocks west of the
beachfront The design also served to funnel ocean breezes so that their cooling effect
could be felt all the way to Main Street

He

:

Bradley also introduced the most modem innovations of his day, many of which
resulted from the social consciousness emanating from the City Beautiful Movement in
the late Nineteenth Century. Asbury's sanitary sewer system was completed in 1881
and received commendations for its modem efficiency by the State Department of
Health as well as the sanitary reformers of that time. Later, a trolley system was
constructed that circulated from the train station through the shopping district and
beachfront and then through the residential areas near Deal Lake to Main Street and
back to the station (see dotted lines on Figure 1). A secondary spur connected Eighth
Avenue to Asbury Avenue along Emory Street and crossed Sunset Lake via a bridge
which was converted to a pedestrian bridge after the trolley's demise. Much of the
original track is believed to be under the asphalt roadbed that exists today.
In addition to thoughtfully planning
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open space, Bradley assured a nch variety of character for Asbury Park by donating
lands to religious and civic groups, offering only large residential lots and restricting
deeds as to land use and building location long before anyone thought of euclidian
zoning. These practices produced an orderly built environment featuring the beachfront
and parks, the religious area contained around Library Square Park, the commercial
areas of Main Street and Cookman Avenue and the hotels and boarding homes that
stood in the blocks just west of the ocean.
Bradley believed that the public had the right of access to the ocean and added to its
natural appeal by building a boardwalk, pavilions and bath houses for public use. He
preserved other public parklands, including the lands surrounding Wesley, Sunset and
Deal Lakes, Bradley Park and Library Square. On Grand Avenue, he donated land for
several churches and the library and installed a public auditorium imported from
Philadelphia's Centennial Exposition.

Bradley carefully supervised the development of land in Asbury Park, as the
construction of streets, hotels and grand "summer" homes spread gradually from south
to north as a natural extension of Ocean Grove (see Figure 2). Property in Asbury Park
became in great demand after the completion of the New York and Long Branch
Railroad in 1876. The railroad connected Asbury park to Northern New Jersey and
New York, making it a very accessible urbanite retreat Its inclusion on the railroad
line helped the City to outpace other developing resorts not linked by rail. By the
1890's, Asbury Park was one of the most successful resorts in New Jersey. Its
overnight visitor capacity grew from 1 1,000 in 1885 to 33,000 in 1908. In the early
pan of the century, Asbury Park had a daily summer population of thirty to fifty _
thousand. For entertainment, the community featured a beachftx)nt and boardwalk, =
carousels, a toboggan and two opera houses in addition to eight churches and
numerous parklands for spiritual rejuvenation.

growth of the resort trade caused the emergence of one of the earliest and
most well developed Central Business Districts in Monmouth County. The Cookman

Finally, the

Avenue shopping

district

was exceptionally prosperous,

and regional shoppers on an habitual

2.0

attracting vacationers, local

basis.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SIGNIFICANT

The

SITES

development of the City of Asbury Park is the basis for identifying the
significant sites and districts to be preserved into the future. The physical elements of
the City, such as its buildings and parklands, must be identified in terms of their proper
historic context and recommended for preservation, if warranted. The criteria for
preserving a specific site or distria on the local level include architectural, historic or
social significance and aesthetic or artistic value, all relative to the municipality's built
environment
The City's development as described above, was based on the formal plan conceived
by James Bradley and inspired by the similar but more condensed layout of Ocean
Grove. The formal grid pattern remains, as do the parklands he set aside. Bradley's
original plan should be viewed as the first historic asset worthy of preservation. It
historic

includes:

•

The grid

street pattern

and many of the
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of Methodism
Street,

•

•

•

•

•

Bond

in

America. These include Asbury Avenue, Emory
and Kingsiey Street

Street

The

flared street design, gradually widening to 200 feet at Ocean
Avenue. The intent of this original design, although modified
somewhat east of Kingsiey Street by the Waterfront Redevelopment
Plan, carries through from First Avenue to Sunset Avenues, as well as
Seventh Avenue.

The beachfront with its parallel boardwalk structure lined with
pavilions and major buildings devoted to cultural activities and
entertainment
Wesley Lake, the surrounding parklands and the rwo footbridges over
the Lake connecting Asbury Park to Ocean Grove.

The open space corridor formed by Sunset Lake and Park. Atlantic
Square Park and Bradley Park.
E)eal

Lake and sunounding parklands.

•

Library Square Park.

•

The

religious and institutional buildings around Library Square Park,
including the Asbury Park Public Library, the First United Methodist
Church and the the Trinity EpiscopalXlliurch.

:

-

Of these elements of the original Bradley plan, the most significant is the beachfront
and boardwalk, which give the municipality its character and identity. The waterfront
location was the impetus for the City's resort development and has since been used as
an anchor of economic survival. During more prosperous days, the Asbury Park
boardwalk was renowned throughout the country for its grandeur. This image was
created by the boardwalk and the structures buUt upon it
Today, two of the most significant structures of several that once occupied the
beachfront remain; The Casino (1929) and Convention Hall (1928). These buildings
were designed by the architects Warren and Wetmore, who are also credited with New
York's Grand Central Station. The two buildings are outstanding examples of the
eclectic movement in architecture of the early Twentieth Century and are unique because
of their orienation spanning from Ocean Avenue over the boardwalk and right up to the
water's edge. The Convention Hall is listed on the State and National Registers of
Historic Places, while the Casino is considered eligible for listing. Originally, these
buildings were tnbutes to the City's splendor and prosperity; today they are a reminder
of what Asbury Park once was and can be again in the future.
Also of major significance in the City's past, the Central Business District, located
between Main Street, Lake Avenue and Summerfield Avenue, has strong physical
character with historic roots. The area contains several significant sites and many
supporting structures which create, overall, the image of a downtown rich in its own
history.

At the heart of the business center, on Cookman Avenue, sits the building which was
once the home of one of the Steinbach brothers' first department stores. The building
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was constructed in 1897, enlarged in 1912 and a fifth floor added in 1920. The
building has been vacant since the early 1980's and was seriously damaged by fire in
1989. The fifth floor has been removed as a result of the fire, but the owners are
pursuing financing necessary for its rehabilitation as a combination of retail and office
space. The building is listed on the State Register of Historic Places and is eligible for
listing on the National Register.
The Steinbach Building was (and remains)

the most significant building relevant to the

commercial development and

viability of the Central Business District The structure
the largest department store in Monmouth County before 1930 and was
-advertised to be the world's largest resort department store. The department store was
the magnet that drew shoppers ft-om all over Monmouth County and represented the

was considered

anchor for

all

of the smaller

retail

shops along

Cookman Avenue.

Adjacent to the Steinbach Building, across Emory Street, is the Byram Building (1885;
additions 1916), now used by MidLantic National Bank. This building is one of four
still within the Central Business District which housed the first four banks established
in Asbury Park and was once used as the summer office of President Wildrow Wilson.

Next to the Byram Building is the Asbury Park Press Building (1916; addition 1930),
which was home to the County's largest newspaper, the Asbury Park Press, for over
80 years. While the headquarters for the Press has moved to Neptune Township, the
Press Building on Mattison Avenue remains occupied by a small portion of the paper's
operation as well as the City's only radio station.

Across Cookman Avenue from the Steinbach Building stands the Seacoast Trust
Company (1922), now containing Press Plaza Phannacy on the ground floor and law
offices

on the second

floor.

While all of the

structures described above are important remnants of the local historic
character, other physical elements intrinsic to the fabric of the district have remained
intact. These elements include a predominant building height of three to four stories;
flat roofs with eclectic entablature typical of the period (i.e., architraves, friezes and

cornices borrowed from classic Roman and Greek styles); storefront facades ranging
from 15 to 30 feet in width; I9th Century window treatments on upper floors;
consistent building lines and setbacks; and narrow side streets that predate the
automobile. All of these features remain, although some buildings have been
"modernized" by unenlightened owners over the years. The integnty of the major
buildings is relatively high, however, and the area is a historic, aesthetic and potentially
an economic asset to the City of Asbury Park.

Another significant area in the City is located around, and in the vicinity of. Library
Square Park. The land use pattern in this area dates back to James A. Bradley's
original plan, where Grand Avenue was to be a street for showcasing stately
institutional

day, as civic

and residential structures. Bradley's concept has survived to the present
and religious structures dominate the neighborhood. The park continues
from the intensity of urban development

to serve its original intent of providing relief

and an

attractive setting for die dignified buildings that surround

the City Beautiful

Movement of which Bradley was an

it,

all in

the tradition of

enthusiastic disciple.

The Asbury Park Public Library and many churches of various denominations are
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located

numerous well preserved early 19th Century homes. Some of the homes
have been converted into multiple dwellings, professional offices or funeral homes, but
have retained their architectural character. Overall, the age, condition and types of land
uses contained in the vicinity of Library Square Park and Grand Avenue give the
neighborhood a dependable and sturdy character, an asset which is often laciang in a
here, as are

City struggling to reverse the process of urban decay.
residential character of Asbury Park also presents a certain image which is largely
the result of the common age and design of the structures. In general, the City's one to
two family housing stock dates back to the first three decades of the 20th Century, just
following the Late Victorian era. At that time, home design was influenced by many
formal styles and usually resulted in an overall eclectic appearance, featuring a diversity

The

of elements.
styles which influenced the construction of the City's housing stock
include Colonial Revival, Spanish Revival, Queen Anne and Italianate. Again, few
buildings are of one style, or of "high style" in the City. Many are vernacular, imitating
various high style elements in their design. The best collection of early resortresidential homes are found in the area between Main Street, Sunset Lake, Bergh Street
and Monroe Avenue and were built between the 1870's and 1920's. Other good
examples can be found along Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Avenues between Bergh and

The predominant

Main

Streets.

Physical elements that are common within the fabric of the residential building stock are
characterized by a ^ to 3 story building height; the uniformity of setbacks; wood, stucco
or brick exteriors; front porches; bay windows (particularly on the east side); dormers
with gable roofs; sash windows and roof cornices. The rhythm and aesthetic quality
that these physical features create is present throughout the City's residential
neighborhoods, both in the original City east of the railroad and in the residential areas
latter

annexed

to the

west

stress endemic to poor urban areas has caused Asbury Park's
housing stock to suffer over the years causing f>ockets of decay in many of the
residential areas. Several sections stand out and are remarkable in their character,
condition and location. The most notable of these are:

While

•
•

the

•

i

economic

:

The elaborate homes on Sunset Avenue facing Sunset Lake.
The stately single family homes facing Deal Lake on Deal Lake Dnve
west of Emory Street

•

The

•

The one and two family type homes along Sixth, Seventh and Eighth
Avenues between Bergh Street and Main Street-

•

The

residences around Library Square Park.

cluster of single family homes on the north side of the 900 block
of Sunset Avenue.

In terms of higher intensity residential and commercial uses, the north end of the City,
from Deal Lake Drive inward to Sunset Avenue between Main Street and Park Avenue,
contains a few dated structures with aesthetic character - most notable of which are the
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Santander apartment building and the Deal Lake Coun townhouses. Otherwise, the
Main Street is sprinkled with some old hotels (most of which have been
converted to rooming or boarding homes) and once proud apartment buildings that are
important with respect to local development and potential aesthetic appeal, but are
presently in a deteriorated condition caused by the virtual extinction of the resort
economy in Asbury Park and their incompatibility with modem construction, fire and
area east of

health standards.

3.0

BREAKDOWN OF HISTORIC

DISTRICTS

In formulating a plan for preservation of Asbury Park's historically significant
buildings and sites, the description of significant areas offered in Section 2.0 can be
used as a basis for identifying historic "districts" which share common physical
elements.

3.1

Waterfront ResortlResidential District

The Waterfront Resort/Residential Distria would be generally described as being within
the two blocks east of Bergh Street and Webb Street, including the two major structures
boardwalk structure and the boardwalk itself. Within this district there are
three buildings of historic significance which overshadow all others. One of the three,
the Berkeley Carteret Hotel, is privately owned and was substantially rehabilitated
grant Much of the
several years ago with private funds and a 33 million dollar
original Art Deco interior was restored in the process, although the guest rooms were

east of the

UDAG

reduced in number and increased in size to conform =to modem preferences. The other
two buildings, the Convention Hall and Casmo buildings, are publicly owned and are
in various states of disrepair.

Convention Hall
Convention Hall was constructed in the late 1920's based upon the design of Warren
and Wetmore, architects with offices m Manhattan and Asbury Park and the designers
of Grand Central Station in New York. The building was conceived as a modem
facility for the accommodation of cultural events ranging from motion pictures and
concerts in the Paramount Theater to exhibitions and larger entertainment events in the
Hall, with a skylit arcade over the boardwalk in between fronted with a variety of
tourist oriented

shops and eating places.

many years, the Convention Hall hosted pterformances by world famous
entertainers ranging from the biggest of the big bands to the most popular of rock
groups. The Hall has been home for many trade shows each year, as well as folk
For

festivals, codllions

and religious revivals.

With AsburyTark's decline as a resort and the subsequent dismantling of the tourist
fueled economic engine that supported the City since its inception, the Convention Hall
gradually failed to support itself financially and became more of a liability than an asseL
Symptomatic of this decline was an attrition of the staff of City public maintenance
employees as the tax base eroded and budgets were slashed to keep pace. The net
while
effect on public buildings was that the most immediate problems were attended to
routine preventative maintenance was deferred. While a stone seawall was constructed
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with grant funds to protect the undeqjinning of the Hall, exposure to
the harsh beachfront environment caused water intrusion which, in turn, damaged some
of the elaborate plaster work in the proscenium as well as creating mildew problems in
the Theater. In addition, the natural aging process caused the mechanical systems in the
building to break down with increasing frequency, further detracting from the
reputation of a facility which was already suffering from the poor image pinned on the
City after the devastating civil disturbances of 1969/70.
in the late 1960's

By 1983, the fmancial burden of keeping the Convention Hall facility open became so
severe, that the buUding was incorporated into the Waterfront Redevelopment Plan as a
public building to be rehabilitated through a joint private/public initiative. By 1986, a
Redeveloper Agr^ment was signed with the development consortium selected and
designated by the Mayor and Council after a year of negotiations. Soon thereafter, a
lease was executed giving the Redevelojjer the responsibility of of)erating and
improving the facility, the rehabilitation of which was assigned to Phase 1 of the
Agreement because its prominent role in attracting and supplementing the convention
hotel trade targeted for the area near the Berkeley Carteret Hotel.
While the Redeveloper has been able

to stabilize the building the building through the
roof to prevent further water damage and has replaced much of the
mechanical systems, a strategy for its total rehabilitation and restoration has only
recently been formulated. This development strategy consists of:
rejjair the

•

Bringing in a professional fundraiser/manager to create a private
nonprofit for the Paramount Theater and generate the fiinds necessary
for its complete restoration, including the seating, carpet, plasterwork,
painting and modernization of the operating systems.

•

Use of the arcade as a festival market with
and interior storefronts.

•

The

'

and interior expansion of the Convention
the current fixed seating, the Convention Hall offers
approximately 35,000 square feet of exhibition space on the floor in in
the mezzanine. Replacement of the fixed seating with retractable
seating and the expansion of the exhibition hall to the outer walls of the
building should yield over 50,000 square feet of exhibition space,
thereby rendenng the facility more competitive with larger modem
convention hotels built in New Jersey in recent years.
substantial rehabilitation

Hall.

•

restoration of the skylight

With

Application to the New Jersey Historic Trust for matching funds for
the restoration of the exterior of the entire complex.

In the immediate future, the Redeveloper has Ijecome more concerned with the exterior
app>earance of the facility and has been searching for a cost effective way to finance the
restoration of the windows, brick work and terra-cotta, stone and copper ornamentation
which make the building so remarkable.

Casino Arena/Heating Plant

On the

south end of the boardwalk adjacent to the eastern terminus of Wesley Lake is a
complex of buildings known as the Casino Arena and Heating Plant These structures
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were constructed almost concurrently with the Convention Hall and were also designed
by Warren and Wetmore. Where the Convention Hall offered two auditoriums of
different sizes for more formal entertainment, the Casino was oriented to amusement
entertainment The complex features an indoor amusement park with a large carousel to
the west of the boardwalk arcade and a large arena extending over the beach. The
Arena's auditorium was formerly used for roller skating and ice skating and then for
rock concerts and flea markets until hurricane damage and an improperly installed roof
caused plaster to fall from the 40 foot ceiling, presenting a serious hazard to the public.
As a result, the Arena has been closed to the public through most of the 1980's.

While the Arena's roof problems continued to worsen with the onslaught of Hurricane
Gloria in 1986, the City's- ability to deal with the problem continued to weaken.
Despite the closing of the Arena, however, the arcade remained open and the
amusements continued to provide entertainment to ever dwindling seasonal crowds.
The night of 23 September 1987 then brought a sudden thunderstortii with swirling
winds which were originally believed to be a tornado. These winds blew down one
entire bank of doors on the north side of the arcade, leaving the ornate window-wall
above suspended from the roof with no support beneath. The copper statuettes which
straddled the top of the wood frame window-wall were distorted by the winds on both
ends of the arcade and several have fallen and have had to be removed.

-

As a result of this latest setback, both entrances of the arcade have had to be fenced off
from the public, which now must walk around the west (carousel) end of the building
and then up the alley between the Casino and the Heating Plant to reach the south end
of the boardwalk. The inconvenience that occurs further deters strollers from
continuing north as they pass from Ocean Grove to Asbury Park and many of them turn
aroimd and head back to Ocean Grove. The Asbury Park boardwalk has become even
more

isolated

and deserted as a consequence.

The Casino Building

is

earmarked for rehabilitation by the Redeveloper

in either

Phase

July 1987 to 31 December 1990) or Phase 2 (1 Jan. 1991 to 31 Dec. 1995) of the
Redeveloper Agreement. Uses contemplated by the Redeveloper reflect a need for high
rent generating capacity to offset the staggering costs of rehabilitating the building. A
market study, performed in 1987, recommended a concept for the complex focussing
on beach recreation, restaurants and bars, and night-rime entertainment generating a
1

(1

income upwards of S35 per square foot.' The recommendation was based
upon a preliminary assessment of rehabilitation costs by the Redevelojjer's architect

rental

from between 6 and 7.5 million dollars.^ The cost estimate assumed replacement of
Arena with a new copper roof, which may be impractical, and
included several hundred thousand dollars for "historical research", which is
unnecessary. However, because that analysis was preliminary in nature, problems may
exist that are not ascertainable by the naked eye and costs could rise as a result It is
clear, and the preliminary analysis recommended as much, that a more detailed study is
required of a structural engineer in order to determine the best course of action to
the roof over the

preserve the building.
It is

the

also clear, based upon the market study, that the financial feasibility of restoring
Casino without government assistance is doubtful. Given that conclusion and

Real Estate Research Corporation, Market Polenlial Analysis
1987):
\b<a:

Page?.
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considering the programs currently and potentially available to the City and the
Redeveloper in the near future, the following sequence of steps is recommended as the
long range plan for the Casino Complex:
•

Engage a structural engineer to prepare a detailed written study of the
physical condition of the Casino Building and the estimated cost of
stabilization on an itemized and prioritized basis.

•

Use engineer's report as suppori documentation for the preparation of
an application to the New Jersey Historic Trust for stabilization of the
building through the performance of emergency repairs to include, at
minimum, the replacement of the roof over the Arena, the repair of the
roof and ceiling over the Arcade and the repair of the entrance doors
and window walls at the north and south boardwalk entrances to the
Arcade. Once repairs are made, the objective will be to reopen the
Arcade to the public, thereby rejoining the boardwalk on the Ocean
Grove and Asbury Park sides of the building.

•

Pursue an application to the Urban Heritage Park Commission in
accordance with Urban Heritage Park Act now pending in the State
Legislature. Application would involve the total rehabilitation and
restoration of the Casino complex as well as the construction of the
Casino Plaza and Esplanade around the carousel to create a
multipurpose indoor and outdoor entertainment complex featuring
everything from nightclubs to boat concessions to street performers
and farmers markets. Ultimately, this urban park would recapture the
excitement of the amusement mecca that was so much a part of Asbury
Park's p)ast, but would jjresent it in a tasteful, sophisticated modem
context

The Heating Plant was constructed

in 1930 as a service facility to the new Casino and
Convention Hall, as well as other boardwalk facilities that followed. As with the
Convention Hall, the rehabilitation of the Heating Plant would entail a structural
engineering assessment and the formulation of a work plan for rehabilitation.

The building, as with
resting

on

pilings.-*

the

The

Convention Hall and Casino,
roof,

which

is partially

clay

is

tile

supported by concrete piers

and

partially quarry tile

on

concrete slab, needs to be repaired and made water-tight.
TTie building may also
require structural reinforcement to make it sound and significant removal of debris.
Exterior rehabilitation would include the replacement of windows and a cleaning and
repointing of the brick and sandstone facing.^ Total restoration would ultimately
require repair and restoration of stone, bronze, copper and wrought iron ornamental

elements and

statuettes.

The rehabilitation of the Heating Rant

is contemplated by the Redeveloper as part of an
adaptive reuse of the building as a cogeneration facility to create energy for heating and

Warren and Wetmore. Architects. Construcnon Plans
Sheet #1001.
"^

IBID;

^ IBID:

Sheet #3.
Sheet #202
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cooling from the heat generated from the production of electricity. Both the electricity
produced and the water heated or cooled from the process are supplied to buildings
connected to the facility within its "heating district". The Heating Plant is ideally suited
for this use, as it was at one time a steam generating plant which generated heat for aU
of the buildings on the Boardwalk, including the Convention Hall. The steam was
carried through a concrete masonry mnnel which remains intaa today and which could
be reused to accommodate transmission lines fipom the new cogeneration plant

Together with the Casino Arena Building and its carousel, the Heating Plant building,
while not listed on the National Register of Historic Places, is considered eligible, and
is

therefore subject to

comment by

the

ONJH

and possible oversight by the National

Park Service with"respect to exterior rehabilitation.

Berkeley Carteret Hotel

The Berkeley Carteret Hotel, as was touched on earlier, was the most visible blighting
factor on the beachfront for eight years and was home only to pigeons. However, in
1985 and 1986, Henry and Sebastian Vaccaro, local builders with roots in the Asbury
Park area, purchased the building and proceeded to rehabilitate, restore and enlarge the
former resort hotel into a first class convention hotel with large luxurious
rooms and meeting rooms to complement the classically restored balhtwrns. The
total rehabilitation and restoration represented a 15 million dollar investment and the
hotel was considered the harbinger of redevelopment to come.
sixty year old

guest

The Berkeley Carteret was
Arthur C. Steinbach.

by a group of irea business men, led by
constructed of concrete, steel, ^ed brick and stone and
maximize the available ocean view.

originally financed

It is

features an innovative equilateral cross design to

The

hotel was open from 1925 until World War II, at which time it was requisitioned
by the Federal Government for the Royal British Navy, then as a Mid-Shipman School,
and last, as a Naval Hospital. In 1976, by economic necessity, it began operating as a
Senior Citizen's home. It faced bank foreclosure shortly thereafter. The City took
possession of the tax delinquent property in 1978. In 1981, it was sold to two
Delaware developers, who then resold it to the Vaccaros in 1983.

Secondary Buildings
Other buildings either within or on the fringe of the Waterfront Residential/Resort
Historic District are:

1.

The Palace Amusements Building

2.

The Belmont Hotel

3.

The Metropolitan Hotel

4.

The Santander Condominium

5.

The Deal Lake Court Townhouses

The Palace Amusements Building
the elements that

_

is

gave the building
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(actually, the Palace wheel is believed to have predated the first wheel built by George
Ferris for the Chicago World's Fair in 1893), have been sold by the owners,
dismantled and removed from the complex. The carousel's pavilion, which is the only
remaining legacy of the original 1 887 site, was originally constructed of glass and has
been altered severely over the years. The pavilion is now constructed of wood and its
open sides were replaced with overhead doors and then with glass storefronts. TTie
other secondary buildings listed above are described in the Appendix.

W.G.

3.2

Downtown

Historic District

The boundaries of the Downtown

'

Historic District would be essentially congruent with
the zoning district boundaries for the B 1 (Central Business District) Zone. That is
generally between Summerfield Avenue to the north, the raib-oad to the west, Wesley
Lake to the south and Grand Avenue to the east
earlier, the Downtown has a distinctive character typical of older
"town centers" and efforts are needed to enhance that character and encourage the
which have not already been
altered beyond recognition. However, as the entire downtown area was spawned from
the construction of tiie Steinbach Brothers Department Store, any historic preservation
strategy must begin with the the Steinbach Building.

As was mentioned

historically accurate facade restoration of those buildings

The Steinbach Building
'

.

The

current status of the Steinbach Building has degenerated into that of a fire
damaged, vacant eyesore which has become even more of a blighting iinpact on the
Cookman Avenue area than it has been since the store closed its doors and the building
was boarded up. The building was purchased several years ago by the Vaccaro
brothers and other partners and one attempt was made at securing federal Urban
Development Action Grant funds for its rehabilitation into retail space on the lower two
floors and offices on the upper three floors. When that attempt failed due to lack of
sufficient support by local lending institutions, the owners decided to wait until
residential redevelopment on the edges of the downtown brought enough economic
impetus to try again. According to the Vaccaros, a deal on the purchase of the building
which could have led to its rehabilitation was being negotiated when a mysterious
arsonists's fire destroyed the fifth floor of the building and caused smoke and water
damage to the remaining building.

With a restructuring of the partnership that owns the building, a dialogue has
the owners and the City with assistance being offered by the

commenced between

'

Redeveloper to find an appropriate use for the building and pursue possible avenues of
fmancing. Discussions have been held with a representative of the Urban Development
Corporation (UDC) regarding a portion of the financing, and the possible procurement
of the underused Parking Authority garage either by the owners of the Steinbach
Building or the UDC is being explored. The concept of a "factory outlet" mall is being
investigated as well, and inquiries are being made to determine the interest within the
factory outlet industry.
It is clear that the economic future of the downtown district depends heavily on the
future revitalization of the Steinbach Building. The preservation of the building gains
additional importance from the fact that it is listed on the National Register of Historic
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Places.

Asbury Park Press Building
the Steinbach Building is the most significant historic building in Asbury Park's
the Asbury Park Press Building would have to be considered the runnerup.
As the home of the Asbury Park Press from its construction in 1916 until
If

downtown,

approximately 1986, when the Press moved to its new complex in Neptune Township,
the building was the hive of public information activity for Monmouth County.
Additionally, because the building has not been substantially altered other than by a
1930 addition, it was considered eligible for listing on the National Register in a
Hrstoric Sites Inventory published in 1984.
In addition to the

above, the location of the Press Building

in close

proximity to the

Steinbach Building and other buildings of secondary historic significance reinforces
framework of buildings around which a historic district can be fashioned

the

Asbury Park Post OfTice
The Asbury Park Post Office is located on the west side of Main Street between Bangs
Avenue and Summerfield Avenue and represents the most significant architectural
building within the edge of the proposed Downtown Historic District. The building
forms the third compwnent of the complex of public buildings which also includes the
Transportation Center and the Municipal Office Complex between the railroad tracks
and Main Street (NJ Route 71). More information about the Post Office, which is
considered of primary significance becausesif
Register, is available in the Appendix.

its listing

on the State and4Mational

Secondary Buildings
Along with the buildings of primary significance described above,

Downtown

the proposed
Historic District contains several buildings which together provide a theme
tradition as a bustling retail, professional and finance

which reinforces the downtown's
district. These buildings are:
1.

The Byram Building (601-603 Mattison Avenue)

2.

The Asbury Park and Ocean Grove Bank (308 Main

3. First

4.

Merchants National Bank (649 Mattison Avenue)

Company (572-576 Cookman Avenue)

5.

Seacoast Trust

6.

Winsor Building (400 Main

7.

704, 710, 716, and 718

Buildings

Street)

National Bank (701-705 Mattison Avenue)

1

Street)

,

Cookman Avenue

through 5 represent the five original bank buildings in Asbury Park, all of
in the first or second decade of the Twentieth Century. Two of
Byram Building (MidLantic National Bank) and the Asbury Park and

which were constructed
the buildings, the
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Ocean Grove Bank (Core States/New Jersey National Bank) remain as financial
institutions. The other bank buildings have become either entirely used as offices or as
upper level offices above ground level

retail.

Most of these buildings have had some alterations or have undergone "modernization"
over the years and none of them were considered individually significant enough to
qualify for listing on the National Register when surveyed in 1980 as part of the
Monmouth County Historic Sites Inventory (see Appendix). However, the facades of
most of these buildings are capable of being restored, especially 308 Main Street
(which was internally restored in 1989), 649 Mattison Avenue and 572-576 Qjokman
Avenue. The location of these five original bank buildings at or near prominent comers
in the xlowntown make them appropriate focal points around which to cultivate a
historic district

The Winsor building was constructed in 1904 by Henry C. Winsor, a President of the
Asbury Park and Ocean Grove Bank. When surveyed in 1980, the Winsor Building
was considered "an excellent example of a well designed commercial-apartment
investment property of the early 1900 f)eriod with typical business stores on the
floor

and apartments on

When

the

first

the second floor"."

Winsor building was surveyed in 1980, the owner was supposedly restoring
which were characterized by cast iron Corinthian columns

the street level storefronts,

centrally located in each

common

entrance to shops and second story apartments.

However, in the later part of the decade, the executors of the estate of the building's last
owner were forced by order of the Municipal Court Judge to vacate the second story
apartments because of Housing Code violations. After renovating the apartments at an
excruciatingly slow pace, the executors proceeded to gut and remodel most of the
ground floor storeft-onts, removing the Corinthian columns and original storefiront
windows and installing modem metal frame windows and a uniform series of backlit
sign frames along the frieze.

This action by the executors precluded them from receiving funding under the City's
Rental Rehabilitation Program because the Office of New Jersey Heritage rejected the
ground level modifications as an impairment of the histwic integrity under their Section
106 review. The work was then finished without public funding assistance, despite the
fact that the building had been listed on the National Register based on the 1980 survey.

Four store buildings on the south side of the 700 block of Cookman Avenue were listed
Monmouth County Historic Sites Inventory as being notable representative
examples of early Twentieth Century retail structures within the Asbury Park Central
Business District. One of these buildings, 718 Cookman, has since been converted
entirely into offices and substantially altered. However, the other three buildings, as
well as several additional buildings along Cookman Avenue that were not listed in the
Inventory, remain essentially uncompromised and are worthy of the protection that the
proposed Downtown Historic District would bring them, once supported by^
appropriate zoning controls.
in the

^

Monmouth County

(Inventory #1303-24,

Historical Association, el

November

1980).

^ Ibid.
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3.3

Grand Avenue

Institutional/Professional District

formed by Grand Avenue was
Asbury Park's history as a formal boulevard and a nexus of
Of the two original formal parks that provided the
setting for many of these majestic buildings. Library Square and Educational Square,
Library Square remains intact. Educational Square formerly existed in the block
bounded by Grand Avenue, Second Avenue, Third Avenue and Emory Street and was
the site of Educational Hall, a 1500 seat octagonal pavilion which was relocated from
the grounds of the 1 876 Philadelphia Centennial and served as a public hall until

As was described

earlier, the north/south spine

developed early on

in

monumental religious

replaced by private

structures.

homes near

the

tum of the Century. _

The proposed Grand Avenue Institutional/Professional District would consist of the
properties fronting on Grand Avenue north of Sewall Avenue and south of Fifth
Avenue, as well as the properties facing Library Square Park on Asbury Avenue, Heck
Street

and
1.

First

Avenue. Buildings of primary significance

in this district

would

be:

The Asbury Park Public Library

2. First

Methodist Church

3.

Trinity Episcopal

4.

First Baptist

(First

United Methodist Church)

Church

Church

these four structures, the fu^st three were considered eligible to be listed on the
National Register by the Monmouth County Historic Sites Inventory in 1980.

Of

Secondary Buildings
significance listed within the proposed Grand Avenue
on the Monmouth County Historic Sites Inventory is
the Metropolitan Hotel. Constructed in the 1920's and expanded with a substantial
motel addition in the middle pan of the Twentieth Century, the hotel was in full
operation until 1987, when it was sold to an investor who failed to pursue plans to

The only building of secondary

Institutional/Professional District

renovate the complex and allowed the interior to

fall

into a state of disrepair.

located within the Waterfront Redevelopment Area, the Metropolitan is not
designated as a property to be acquired and its many internal amenities offer an
opportunity for adaptive reuse, possibly as a congregate senior citizen apartment or

While

it is

condominium complex.
primary and secondary significance, the proposed
Grand Avenue Institutional/Professional District contains numerous large residential
homes, most of which have been altered into either-multifamily apartments,
In addition to the larger buildings of

professional offices or a combination of both. Because of the traditional institutional
nature of Grand Avenue, and its origin within the eastern edge of the Central Business
District, it is recommended that the conversion of these larger homes into professional
offices be encouraged as a natural transition from the downtown commercial area to the
^

Monmouth County

Historical

Associaoon.

(Inventory #1303-38. Novennber 1980)
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northern residential areas.

of these remaining homes can be tied to
their conversion to offices as part of the creation of an enclave of professionals along
Grand Avenue, they would be more apt to be preserved from the wear and tear
normally associated with tenant occupied residential buildings. The successful
cultivation of professionals along Grand Avenue could also serve to contribute to the
revitalization of the Cookman Avenue retail core, particularly at lunchtime.
If the restoration

Sunset Lake Residential District

3.4

The remaining

historic districts to be proposed as part of this plan are designed to
recognize residential areas retaining good examples of original architecture, to preserve
these remaining legacies of Asbury Park's heritage and to control new scattered infill
construction so as not to impair the character of these districts.

The
be

first

proposed

recommended

district,

the Sunset

Lake Residential District was the only

district to

The district would include the
properties with frontage on Sunset Avenue between Main Street and Park Avenue with
the exception of the commercial property at the comer of Sunset Avenue and Main
in the Historic Sites Inventory.

Street. While there are other similar residences scattered around the residential area
north of this district between Main Street and Webb Street, there is not another

collection of such structures in

one place as

exists in the area demarcated.

determined by the Planning Board in the fiiture to expand this district, the logical
direction would be to include the Sixth Avenue side of the block and possibly the north
side of Sixth Avenue as well. Another possible district for the future would be both
sides of Eighth Avenue between Emory and Webb Streets, where four residential
If it is

were considered notable for surveying within the Monmouth County Historic
To expand that distu-a one block north to Deal Lake Drive would take in
homes facing Deal Lake that were mentioned earlier.

structures

Sites Survey.

the

3.5

Early Resort Residential District

Some of the oldest and

grandest residences surveyed as part of the Monmouth County
were found in the area bounded by Main Street, Asbury Avenue,
Fourth Avenue and Bergh Street As was mentioned earlier, most of these homes were
constructed between the late 1870s and the first two decades of the Twentieth Century
Historic Sites Survey

and were dominated by Queen Anne and Colonial Revival

eclectic styling.

While few of these grand old homes, with the exception of 415 Second Avenue and
509 Second Avenue, were considered outstanding enough to be individually listed on
the State and National Registers, there are en'ough notable structures to justify their
preservation through the designation of a historic district All of the pertinent structures
and mapped within the Historic Sites Inventory, which is included in its

are described

entirety in the

3.6

Appendix of this

Plan.

Southwest Neighborhoods

The

~

residential neighborhoods within the Southwest Quadrant bordered by Asbury
Avenue, Memorial Drive, and the Neptune borders to the south and west, developed
work force which powered the resort based economic
engine of prosperity in the early days of the City. As such, the housing stock dates
back predominantly to the 1920's and later. However, despite the fact that the
historically as housing for the
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prevailing character of the homes in this area tended to bs more modest and simple than
those in the more affluent eastern neighborhoods, they exhibit strong character
nonetheless and that character is worthy of preservation.

As the rest of the City declined in the later half of the Twentieth Century due, in part, to
the demise of the resort economy and the exodus of middle income families that were
the backbone of the tax base, the hardest hit area was, and remains, the Southwest
Quadrant neighborhoods. Rising property taxes and unemployment was the cancer that
caused homes to be abandoned or neglected by absentee landlords, or even by families
who could simply not keep up with the carrying costs of a house. Many deteriorated
homes gradually became the propeny of the City, which, in turn demolished the
structures

and created vacant, buildable

For almost fifteen years after the

lots.

of the late sixties-early seventies
desolated Asbury Park, the City's inventory of vacant lots grew as a slow construction
industry in the early 1980's scared away any potential investors. With New Jersey's
economic resurgence in the mid '80's, the City's many housing programs aimed at
prompting private construction began to (jay dividends, just when it seemed that the
State's building boom was going to pass the City by.
civil disturbances

While the City has benefited from

substantia]

new

construction on scattered lots

throughout the Southwest Quadrant, concern over the quality of the infill development
has emerged. The area where the original fabric of the housing stock has remained the
strongest is in the area between Prospect Avenue, Memorial, Drive and Asbury Avenue.
As was touched on earlier, this fabric consists primarily of 2 1/2 to 3 story wood frame
rectangular structures with either front porches or porticos,^able or hip roofs, some of
which include gable or shed roof dormers. Many of the older homes include the
elements of Queen Aime or Colonial Revival styling also found in the homes described
in the Eastern Resort/Residential EhstricL

Many of the newly constructed homes are simple modular boxes, most are one story
ranches turned perpendicular to the street so that the front door faces the side lot line.
While the one story boxes are the cheapest for the builders to erect and the demand for
affordable housing remains strong, these "quick and dirty" one story boxes were not
intended for rectangular uitan lots and represent a disservice to the neighborhood in the
long run. While the City has successfully convinced some builders to at least put a
front porch or portico on the new homes, an ordinance with teeth is the only sure
solution to prevent the remaining lots from being filled with incompatible construction.
3.7

Northwest Residential E.xpansion Area

Probably the last area of the City to be developed was the area north of Asbury Avenue
and west of Memorial Drive. TTiis area is characterized by a mixture of homes built in
the 1920's or earlier and homes built after the second World War. Because the ages of
the homes vary more than in other residential neighborhoods, it is more difficult to
justify the establishment of a historic district However, within this neighborhood there
are some remarkable older residences and the prevalence of single family uses within
these residences makes them special in a City with a housing stock that has been
ravaged by multifamily conversions over the years.
Possibly because of their age or because of their relatively simple styling, none of the
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homes in the Northwest Residential Expansion Area were evaluated as meriting
individual notation in the Historic Sites Inventory. In addition, the inconsistency in age
or common styling was likely the reason why no smaller portion of the area was
identified as

a potential

historic district

Despite the above, however, there are groups of homes that have some loc<d
significance, even if not meriting attention based on the criteria of a regional survey.
These homes are located as follows:
1. Locust Drive- The homes along Locust Drive that back up to Deal
Lake are unique because their floorplans are reversed to take advantage
of their lake frontage. The entrances facing the street are actually
service entrances through kitchens, while the formal livmg zmd dining

rooms area arranged

to face the rear yard lake views.

this short street that spans one block from
Bridge Street to Jeffrey Street is also unique because of the small
triangular green space formed by the merger of Locust Drive and Fifth
Avenues and because several of the homes on smaller 40 foot wide lots
have detached garages in their front yards with short driveways to the
streets. The larger homes on the lake side were built on pairs of 40

The neighborhood within

foot lots. A couple of these homes are outstanding and probably
deserve a second look in terms of their historical significance.

Sunset Drive- Another short street which provides an eddy from
the J)usy traffic flow of the wide east/west avenues that traverse the
northwest area. Like Locust Drive. Sunset Drive has a solid core of
homes built between 1920 and 1950 with rear yards sloping down to
Deal Lake and panoramic views of the water. The Sunset Drive block
differs from Locust Drive because the homes across the street from the
2.

front on Sunset Avenue and have detached
which front Sunset Drive m a fashion similar to the service
split nine of the blocks in the northwest area. The homes
on the Sunset Avenue side of the block are Dutch Colonials, a popular

lakefront

homes actuaUy

rear garages

'

alleys
style

which

among

single family

home

builders in the northwest area, flanked

by a Colonial on the west end of the block and a three family house on
the east end that was the home of Kendall Lee, Asbury Park's most
illustrious City Manager.
3. Central Court and Drummond Court- These narrow streets were
cut between Fourth Avenue and Deal Lake because the southerly
meander of the Lake cuts off Fifth Avenue and left an area wider than
half a block to the west Central Court amounts to two short dead end
streets on either side of Central Avenue on the lake side of Fourth.
Drummond Court is a narrow one-way street spanning two blocks
west of Prospect Avenue along the north side of Fourth Avenue.

These two

streets are similar to Sunset Drive in that the lake front
face the rear of the homes fronting the main avenue and the
garages of the homes on Fourth Avenue face the rear street as if it were
a service alley. The lakefront homes in these areas, and in particular
the Drummond Court area, are dominated by more modem, sprawling

homes
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ranch houses built within the

last

twenty-five years.

900 Block of Sunset Avenue- This block stands out because of its
row of what in real estate vernacular is termed "Seashore Colonials".
These homes are all of similar size and style, are characterized by their
narrow lots, and shine with the pride of home ownership, resplendent
in colorful awnings, manicured lawns and prominently hung American
4.

flags.

The

three of these proposed districts share the distinction of being zoned
exclusively for one family use throughout their history and for that reason have not
been tainted by the intrusion of multifamily conversions and landlordism which have
threatened other residential areas in the City.
first

While the single family zoning will continue to protect against conversions, the creation
of historic districts recognizing the unique features of these lakefront areas through
special design and property maintenance regulations within the Land Development
Ordinance might help to preserve the character and integrity of these streets in the face
of a property tax burden which often drives owners to decisions having a negative
impact on their properties. It may very well be the case that regulations such as these
will require positive economic incentives in the form of property tax relief on building
improvements.

4.0 ROLE OF HISTORIC, PRESERVATION IN FUTURE OF^CITY
There is much that can be done to actively protect the remaining historic resources of
local and regional significance in Asbury Park. These initiatives can be in conjunction
with and complementary to the City's economic development goals. In essence, the
preservation and maximization of historic resources is a form of community
beautification that can produce substantial economic benefits.

4.1

"

--

Recommendation
recommended

1:

Historic Preservation Regulations

Asbury Park Land Development Ordinance be reviewed as
to how its standard bulk and design requu-ements can be improved to better protect the
general character of structures within various zones in the City. In particular,
regulations preserving parklands as historic sites and controlling land use, height and
setback requirements protect the pttem and rhythm of development and should not be
either overly permissive or restrictive to the point of posing impediments to owners
seeking to enhance their properties within their historic context. In terms of protecting
the City's historic character, regulations can be tailored to preserve the vistas
surrounding Sunset Lake, the character of Library Square Park and vicinity, etc..
It is

that the

Sp)ecific areas with an overriding style or theme, identified in this Plan as districts,
should be protected through the adoption of Historic District regulations. These
regulations can be incorporated into the design requirements of the Land Development

Ordinance and would apply

to

new

infill

development as well as additions or alterations

to existing structures within the district
In the

proposed Downtown Historic
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and street graphics, especially signage, should be incorporated into the Land
Development Ordinance. Signage regulations should be targeted towards elimination of
nonconforming signs. The City should provide economic incentives in the form of low
interest loan pools fi^m local banks and/or tax relief to encourage
owners to conform
the facades and signage on their buildings to the new design
criteria of the District

The

specific criteria for the

Downtown

EHstrict should

be developed jointly by the City,

Asbury Park Chamber of Commerce, building owners and merchants as
downtown. The cooperation of owners and
merchants is even more important in the absence of State or National historic
designation to lend credibility to the City's action. A movement towards advancing
a
"town center" theme for the Central Business District centered around a Downtown
Historic Distria will most likely succeed if the impetus comes from within
the district
itself. The City's role, however, should be to plant
the conceptual seed, lend technical
support and provide economic incentives where feasible given the City's tenuous
the Greater

part of an overall revitalization plan for the

financial condition.

The City

staff can educate residents about historic value, potential districts and
which are obvious candidates for rehabilitation and/or reuse. This ftinction is
particularly important in economic boom periods, when real estate
speculation is most
structures

active.

The City should also continue

to pursue housing rehabilitation programs, particularly
owner-occupied homes, in order to prevent the deterioration of the housing stock
erode or erase the historic quality prevalent throughout Asbury Park's
neighborhoods. Investment is the only method to prevent decline in the condition of
hoi..^, many of which are owned and occupied by elderly resideiits on fixed incomes
or by low and moderate income families struggling to keep their homes in the face of

for

:

~_

that will

rising costs.

4.2

Recomniendation 2

Listing

On

State

and National Registers

The City should pursue a program of

:

initiating the listing on the State and National
Registers of Histonc Places of all buildings deemed eligible or possibly eligible by the
Histonc Sites Inventory (see Appendix), particularly its own Casino Complex and
Heating Plant If a property is listed, or has been judged eligible for listing on the State
or National Historic Register, it is protected from demolition or unsupervised
rehabilitation attempted by a public entity. Criteria for historic preservation can
be

imposed on an
.

made

for listing

eligible structure regardless of whether formal application has been
on the Register. Additionally, if the eligible property's rehabilitation

includes public grant or loan funds or is assisted through tax abaternents, the Office of
New Jersey Heritage within the New Jersey Department of Envu-onmental Protection
has the power to review the project plans in light of the effect on the structure's historic
integnty.

The

State review process, known as Section 106 Review, is important to Asbury Park
because several structures in serious disrepair have been judged to be eligible or have
already been listed on the State or National Registers. The structures which must
undergo a Section 106 project review if improved with public monies include the
Casino Arena Complex. Heating Plant. Convention Hall. Steinbach Building, Winsor
Buildmg (400 Main Street) and the Asbury Park Post Office.
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For

be financed with private resources, the federal tax code, as amended in
1986, allow investors to claim an Investment Tax Credit equal to 20% of the project's
capital cost as of 1 January 1987. This is the primary available economic incentive to
owners for registration of their eligible buildings.

4.3

initiatives to

Recommendation 3

As was

Immediate Action

stated repeatedly within this Plan, the

two most significant buildings in Asbury
Park are its beachfront Convention Hall and Casino complexes. The Convention Hall
will require a total overhaul to avoid further neglect due to obsolescence and the
Redeveloper will need financial assistance to make such a project feasible. However,
the deterioration of the Casino has reached desperate emergency proportions. The
prolonged exposure of the interior of the Arena auditorium to the severe ocean, wind,
water and salt elements due to the progressive loss of the roof since 1980, not to
mention the damaging effects of its pigeon inhabitants, has accelerated the Casino's
deterioration to the fwint of dilapidation and the hopes of saving the building become
more faint with each month that passes.

The City's action in developing a redevelopment plan that seeks to privatize the
management of these two monumental structures underscores the fact that the cost of
their maintenance without a strong resort economy has long been beyond this tiny

-

muncipality's limited resources. While the City and Redeveloper have included the
Casino's rehabilitation in their Redeveloper's Agreement, a market study done almost
three years ago has already estimated the costs to be prohibitive. If the building is to be
preserved for future generations of New Jerseyans to appreciate, the! only answer
would appear to be direct financial intervention by the State govemment. -

This State financial intervention could begin with an immediate stabilization grant firom
the New Jersey Historic Trust to repair the roof and reopen the Arcade to public access.
Further rehabilitation assistance in the form of an outright legislative budget
appropriation may be needed to shore up the building's underpinning and replace
windows broken by weather jmd vandals. The proposed Urban Heritage Park Act,
however, provides the best hope of securing a new life for the building and its place in

Asbury Park's

future.
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